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       PRODUCTION DATA SHEET
                CUSTOMER: ORDER DATE:

MODEL #: SHIPPING DATE:
SERIAL #: DELIVERY DATE:

                     DEALER: SALES ORDER #:
                     PO #: DATE ISSUED:

PAINT:   Standard           Other               DESCRIPTION:
   MOTOR SLIDE BASE:   Standard           Metric                DESCRIPTION: SINGLE    DUAL

OIL SYSTEM:   Standard           Other             DESCRIPTION: W/HEATER VOLTS/Hz:
                  PEDESTAL:   Standard           Metric                DESCRIPTION: Shaft Dia.:

ACTUAL CRUSHER RPM: 1000 at 100% on VFD

 TABLE DESCRIPTION: DESC:
PRIMARY TABLE LINER: QTY: 1

 TABLE LINER FILLER: QTY: 5 CONTROL CABINET: Y          N       VOLTS/Hz:
EDGE LINER: QTY: 18 TACH/ HOUR METER: Y          N       

         IMPELLER TYPE: QTY: 5 VIB. DETECTOR: Y          N       
FEED TUBE: QTY: 1 MOTOR MOUNT: Y          N       PART#: 08700-510-10 Qty: 2
FEED DISC: QTY: 1 MOTOR COVERS: Y          N       PART#: 08700-450-09 Qty: 2

                HUB: QTY: 1 BANG BOARD: Y          N       Liner#: N/A Qty: N/A
HUB CAP: QTY: 1

ANVIL RING: QTY: 1
                ANVIL TYPE: QTY: 24 Spokane P/N 337-8317FE

CE DEC. of CONFORMITY:
MANUFACTURED FOR:

     BRAND OF MOTOR: QTY: 2
                FRAME SIZE:

VOLTS/Hz:
           HORSEPOWER:
                            RPM:
                SHAFT SIZE:

 SUPPLIED BY: C-J            OTHERS             EXPLAIN:
INSTALLED BY: C-J            OTHERS             EXPLAIN:

MOUNTS DRILLED BY: C-J            OTHERS             EXPLAIN:
MOTOR STARTER(S) BY: C-J            OTHERS                         EXPLAIN:

MOTOR SHEAVE: TYPE: 5/8V QTY: 2 PART#:
MOTOR BUSHING: TYPE: J QTY: 2 PART#:

PEDESTAL SHEAVE: TYPE: 10/8V QTY: 1 PART#:
PEDESTAL BUSHING: TYPE: M QTY: 1 PART#:

 BELTS: TYPE: 8V QTY: 10 PART#:
DRIVE SUPPLIED BY: C-J            OTHERS                 EXPLAIN:

DRIVE INSTALLED BY: C-J            OTHERS                 EXPLAIN:

STAND: Y          N       SIDE DISCHARGE                                END DISCHARGE SKIDS
TRAILER: Y          N       

CONVEYOR(S): Y          N       
BELT SCRAPER: Y          N       

SPARE PARTS: Y          N       
ADDITIONAL NOTES:

REVISED:
08700-430-20 4-1/2"

TEREX WHITE

VFD SUPPLIED BY CUSTOMER

N/A

105-9
ER-24CD

105-5

**CERAMIC ER-24CD IMPELLERS, 02-382-350-1000C ANVILS & 105-1C FEED PLATE

  TYPE/ SIZE:

OTHER

SIZE:

SIZE:

             SIZE:

4/18/2017

460/60HZ

42"-5 SHOE TABLE W/PIN TYPE IMPELLERS

SIZE:

SIZE:
20.0

4-1/2"

BALDOR
449T

460/60HZ

101377

MOTOR DATA

152113
152235
152127

152205

300

SIZE:

18851

CRUSHER DATA

101054

460/60HZ

1012

08700-640-33

REQUESTED RPM:

3/7/17
5/12/17
5/12/17

CAPITAL SAND PROPPANT
2350HD DD
235028-17

CONTINENTAL EQUIPMENT 121526

VAULTED             DROP-IN     

DRIVE INFORMATION

SUPPLIED BY CUSTOMER
INSTALLED BY TEREX

105-1C
08700-640-10
08700-430-07
08700-520-24

17.0

23823501000C

152004

3 3/8"

1190
3 3/8"

  Y           N

2120



                                              





 



SIMPLICITY ENGINEERING/CANICA                              PARTS LIST/MATERIAL STATUS SHEET                                                      Date:  05/18/2017
Report: JBOM-BRW                                                                                                                                 Page:           1

Job: 121526-001-B       SN# 235028-17                       MODEL 2350 DD VSI

Customer: CJCO000    CONTINENTAL EQUIPMENT CO., INC      Delivery Date: 05/12/2017    Qty Ordered:          1.00

 Seq      Item                                Description                            Qty Per Part PO         Line Eng Rel    Eng Prm    Stg Date          Qty Rcvd
Reference                                                                                 Est Qty Vendor          Date Ord   Date Due   Rel Assy   Location
          Drawing                             Sheet                                               Status                     Date Rcv
--------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------------
  40      CJ08700-510-10                      80-125 2050 2350 METRIC MOTOR MOUNT            2.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           2.00
          GE08700-510-10
  45      CJ08700-450-09                      MOTOR COVER 2000/2050                          2.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           2.00

  60      CJ08700-430-09-01                   PEDESTAL SHROUD MODEL 2050/2350                1.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           1.00

  65      CJ105-7                             LID LINER MODEL 105                            8.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                           8.00

  70      CJCA-5                              LID LINER                                     16.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                          16.00

  75      CJ5502                              INNER LID LINER                                8.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                           8.00
          LL0170
  80      CJ5503                              LID LINER 155 4TH ROW IN                      16.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                          16.00
          LL0100
  85      CJ5504                              LID LINER155  3RD ROW IN                      16.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                          16.00
          LL0110
  90      CJ5550                              155 TUNNEL LINERS (INNER)                     12.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                          12.00
          NL0100
  95      CJ08700-420-06                      RETAINER MODEL 2050-2350                      52.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                          52.00
          0870042006
 100      CJ1203                              RETAINER,SMALL                                 2.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                           2.00
          BL0180
 105      CJ08700-420-07                      LINER, TUB, MODEL 2050-2350                   60.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                          60.00
          0870042007
 110      CJ04431-865                         SHROUD LINER MODEL 2050/2350                   4.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                           4.00

 120      CJ100661                            LIMIT SWITCH ROLLER ARM                        1.00                                                             0.00
59                                                                                           1.00

 125      CJ100662                            LIMIT SWITCH                                   1.00                                                             0.00
59                                                                                           1.00

 130      CJ100365                            MURPHY VIBRATION SWITCH                        1.00                                                             0.00
59                                                                                           1.00

 135      CJ100633                            6" LID LIFTER TOP SEAL                         1.00                                                             0.00
42                                                                                           1.00

 140      CJ351004                            MODEL 105 LID LIFTER                           1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00
          HY0730



 145      CJ08700-430-20                      PEDESTAL ASSEMBLY 2300 BELT 3 BNG              1.00                                                             0.00
91                                                                                           1.00

 150      CJ100641                            OUTER WEAR RING CYLINDER 6" OD X               1.00                                                             0.00
40                                                                                           1.00

 155      CJ100642                            OUTER WEAR RING GUIDE TUBE 6" ID X             1.00                                                             0.00
40                                                                                           1.00



SIMPLICITY ENGINEERING/CANICA                              PARTS LIST/MATERIAL STATUS SHEET                                                      Date:  05/18/2017
Report: JBOM-BRW                                                                                                                                 Page:           2

Job: 121526-001-B       SN# 235028-17                       MODEL 2350 DD VSI

Customer: CJCO000    CONTINENTAL EQUIPMENT CO., INC      Delivery Date: 05/12/2017    Qty Ordered:          1.00

 Seq      Item                                Description                            Qty Per Part PO         Line Eng Rel    Eng Prm    Stg Date          Qty Rcvd
Reference                                                                                 Est Qty Vendor          Date Ord   Date Due   Rel Assy   Location
          Drawing                             Sheet                                               Status                     Date Rcv
--------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------------
 160      CJ100663                            16-3 SO CORD                                 100.00                                                             0.00
59                                                                                         100.00

 165      CJ100664                            METAL CORD GRIP                                3.00                                                             0.00
59                                                                                           3.00

 170      CJ100660                            CROWN BAR RUBBER                              25.00                                                             0.00
40                                                                                          25.00
          GE0450
 180      CJ300121                            SAFETY LATCH                                   1.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           1.00
          GE037C
 190      CJ300120                            SAFETY FOOT                                    1.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           1.00
          GE037C
 195      CJ400200                            OIL SYSTEM, STANDARD 460V                      1.00                                                             0.00
40                                                                                           1.00
          HY056A
 200      1101100                             CHEVRON MEROPA68 GEAR COMPOUND                35.00                                                             0.00
30                                                                                          35.00

 205      967100                              LINCOLN GREASE FTG 1/8" 68 DEG                 2.00                                                             0.00
57                                                                                           2.00

 210      966600                              LINCOLN GREASE FITTING 1/8''                   2.00                                                             0.00
57                                                                                           2.00

 215      CJ150207                            MOTOR SLIDE BASE ADJUSTING BOLT                4.00                                                             0.00
42                                                                                           4.00
          109A
 240      CJ08700-520-06                      HOPPER MODEL 2050/2350                         1.00 107798        1            05/05/2017                       1.00
60                                                                                           1.00 CAN003          03/14/2017 05/05/2017
                                                                                                                             04/13/2017
 245      CJ102004                            CRIMP FITTING, 3/8"ORFS TO 1/4"HOSE            1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 250      CJ102015                            CRIMP FITTING 1/2"NPT TO 1/2"HOSE              1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 255      CJ100535                            1/4" HIGH PRESSURE HOSE                       12.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                          12.00

 260      CJ102005                            CRIMP FITTING, 3/8"ORFS TO 1/2"HOSE            1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 265      CJ100534                            1/2" HIGH PRESSURE HOSE                       18.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                          18.00

 270      CJ102006                            CRIMP FITTING, 1"HOSE TO 3/4"NPT               1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 275      CJ102007                            CRIMP FITTING, 1"ORFS TO 1"HOSE                1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00



 280      CJ102014                            1" HIGH PRESSURE HOSE                         17.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                          17.00

 285      CJ102008                            CRIMP FITTING, 3/4"ORFS TO 1/2"HOSE            1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 290      CJ102009                            CRIMP FITTING, 1"ORFS TO 1"HOSE                2.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           2.00



SIMPLICITY ENGINEERING/CANICA                              PARTS LIST/MATERIAL STATUS SHEET                                                      Date:  05/18/2017
Report: JBOM-BRW                                                                                                                                 Page:           3

Job: 121526-001-B       SN# 235028-17                       MODEL 2350 DD VSI

Customer: CJCO000    CONTINENTAL EQUIPMENT CO., INC      Delivery Date: 05/12/2017    Qty Ordered:          1.00

 Seq      Item                                Description                            Qty Per Part PO         Line Eng Rel    Eng Prm    Stg Date          Qty Rcvd
Reference                                                                                 Est Qty Vendor          Date Ord   Date Due   Rel Assy   Location
          Drawing                             Sheet                                               Status                     Date Rcv
--------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------------
 295      CJ102010                            BULKHEAD NUT 3/8"                              1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 300      CJ102012                            BULKHEAD NUT 1"                                1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 305      CJ102013                            BULKHEAD UNION, 1" 45 DEGREE                   1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 310      CJ102011                            BULKHEAD UNION 3/8" 45 DEGREE                  1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 315      CJ100666                            1/2" STRAIGHT CONNECTOR                        2.00                                                             0.00
59                                                                                           2.00

 320      CJ100665                            1/2" LIQUID TIGHT CONDUIT                     36.00                                                             0.00
59                                                                                          36.00

 330      CJ150012                            2/0 STRAIGHT LINK COIL CHAIN SAFETY           24.00                                                             0.00
42                                                                                          24.00

 335      CJ100517                            CRIMP FITTING 1/4" NPT TP 1/4" HOSE            1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 340      CJ102024                            CRIMP FITTING 1/2"ORFS TO 1/2"HOSE             1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 360      CJ102034                            #16 ORFS CAP                                   1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 365      CJ102032                            1/2" ORFS CAP #8                               1.00                                                             0.00
58                                                                                           1.00

 375      442051-131280                       #16 ORFS PLUG                                  1.00 107791        4            04/24/2017                       1.00
                                                                                             1.00 FAS001          03/14/2017 04/24/2017
                                                                                                                             04/21/2017
   5      CJ08700-520-23                      TUB ASSY MODEL 2300/2350                       1.00 107798        3            05/05/2017                       1.00
                                                                                             1.00 CAN003          03/14/2017 05/05/2017
                                                                                                                             05/05/2017
  10      CJ08700-520-19                      2300/2350 LID W/INSP DOOR                      1.00 107798        2            05/05/2017                       1.00
60                                                                                           1.00 CAN003          03/14/2017 05/05/2017
                                                                                                                             05/05/2017
  15      CJ08700-590-04                      LID LIFTER SAFETY COVER 2050/2350              1.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           1.00
          0870059004
  20      CJ08700-450-03                      BELLY PAN MODEL 2050/2350                      1.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           1.00

  25      CJ08700-450-04                      SLIDE BASE END SCREEN TALL                     1.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           1.00

  30      CJ08700-450-05                      SLIDE BASE END SCREEN SHORT                    1.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           1.00



  35      CJ08700-450-06                      SLIDE SCREEN MODEL 2050/2350                   2.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           2.00

  50      CJ08700-550-01                      MODEL 2050 SLIDE BASE                          1.00 107798        4            05/05/2017                       1.00
60                                                                                           1.00 CAN003          03/14/2017 05/05/2017
                                                                                                                             04/21/2017
  55      CJ08700-590-06                      LID LIFTER SEAL CAP 2050/2350                  1.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           1.00



SIMPLICITY ENGINEERING/CANICA                              PARTS LIST/MATERIAL STATUS SHEET                                                      Date:  05/18/2017
Report: JBOM-BRW                                                                                                                                 Page:           4

Job: 121526-001-B       SN# 235028-17                       MODEL 2350 DD VSI

Customer: CJCO000    CONTINENTAL EQUIPMENT CO., INC      Delivery Date: 05/12/2017    Qty Ordered:          1.00

 Seq      Item                                Description                            Qty Per Part PO         Line Eng Rel    Eng Prm    Stg Date          Qty Rcvd
Reference                                                                                 Est Qty Vendor          Date Ord   Date Due   Rel Assy   Location
          Drawing                             Sheet                                               Status                     Date Rcv
--------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------------
 115      CJ232350                            STICKER KIT MODEL 2350                         1.00 107799        1            04/21/2017                       1.00
21                                                                                           1.00 CJI002          03/14/2017 04/21/2017
                                                                                                                             04/21/2017
 175      CJ08700-590-05                      WEDGE, MODEL 2050 & 2350                       9.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           9.00
          0870059005
 185      CJ08700-590-03                      SAFETY FOOT RELEASE ROD 2050/2350              1.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           1.00

 220      CJ150800                            2"ACME HEX NUT, PLATED                         6.00                                                             0.00
42                                                                                           6.00

 225      CJ150801                            2"FLAT WASHER, PLATED                          6.00                                                             0.00
42                                                                                           6.00

 230      CJ150802                            2" SPLIT LOCK WASHER, PLATED                   3.00                                                             0.00
42                                                                                           3.00

 235      CJ150803                            2"ACME ALLTHREAD X 15 1/2"LONG                 3.00                                                             0.00
42                                                                                           3.00
          458908008601
 325      PARTS TO COMPLETE CRUSHER           PARTS TO COMPLETE CRUSHER                      1.00                                                             0.00
                                                                                             1.00

 345      CJ102035                            1/2" X 1/2" FEM SVL LONG 90 HOSE               1.00 107791        5            04/24/2017                       1.00
58                                                                                           1.00 FAS001          03/14/2017 04/24/2017
                                                                                                                             04/21/2017
 350      CJ102036                            1/2" ORFS BULKHEAD NUT                         1.00 107791        6            04/24/2017                       1.00
58                                                                                           1.00 FAS001          03/14/2017 04/24/2017
                                                                                                                             04/21/2017
 355      CJ102037                            1/2" ORFS BULKHEAD 45 DEG                      1.00 107791        7            04/24/2017                       1.00
58                                                                                           1.00 FAS001          03/14/2017 04/24/2017
                                                                                                                             04/21/2017
 370      442039-131280                       3/8" ORFS CAP                                  1.00 107791        1            04/24/2017                       1.00
                                                                                             1.00 FAS001          03/14/2017 04/24/2017
                                                                                                                             04/21/2017
 380      442048-131280                       1/2" ORFS PLUG                                 1.00 107791        3            04/24/2017                       1.00
                                                                                             1.00 FAS001          03/14/2017 04/24/2017
                                                                                                                             04/21/2017
 385      442047-131280                       3/8" ORFS PLUG                                 1.00 107791        2            04/24/2017                       1.00
                                                                                             1.00 FAS001          03/14/2017 04/24/2017
                                                                                                                             04/21/2017
 390      CJ08700-590-16                      LID LIFTER SEAL RETAINER 2050-2300             1.00                                                             0.00
                                                                                             1.00
          08700-590-16



SIMPLICITY ENGINEERING/CANICA                              PARTS LIST/MATERIAL STATUS SHEET                                                      Date:  05/18/2017
Report: JBOM-BRW                                                                                                                                 Page:           1

Job: 121526-001-C       PARTS TO COMPLETE CRUSHER           PARTS TO COMPLETE CRUSHER

Customer: CJCO000    CONTINENTAL EQUIPMENT CO., INC      Delivery Date: 05/12/2017    Qty Ordered:          1.00

 Seq      Item                                Description                            Qty Per Part PO         Line Eng Rel    Eng Prm    Stg Date          Qty Rcvd
Reference                                                                                 Est Qty Vendor          Date Ord   Date Due   Rel Assy   Location
          Drawing                             Sheet                                               Status                     Date Rcv
--------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------------
  10      CJ08700-640-10                      40" FLYWHEEL, MODEL 2350                       1.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           1.00
          08700-640-10 IN BOOK
  15      CJ105-9                             EDGE LINER                                    18.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                          18.00

  20      CJ150205                            NYLON WASHER 1.015 ID X 1.755 OD X            36.00                                                             0.00
42                                                                                          36.00

  25      CJ150097                            1''-8 X2-1/2'' HHCS GR 9 ZINC                 36.00                                                             0.00
42                                                                                          36.00

  30      CJ08700-430-07                      HUB CAP, 2350 HD PEDESTAL                      1.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           1.00
          08700-430-07
  40      CJ105-5                             MODEL 105 FEED TUBE                            1.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                           1.00

  45      CJ08700-520-11                      FEED TUBE SPACER                               1.00                                                             0.00
60                                                                                           1.00

  55      337-8317-FE                          CERAMICANVIL STOBBED                         24.00 108140        1            04/10/2017                      24.00
62                                                                                          24.00 CJS024          04/05/2017 04/28/2017
                                                                                                                             04/13/2017
  65      CJ101377                            40" CAST TABLE LINER INSERT                    5.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                           5.00

  70      CJER-24CD                           FLAT DOUBLE CERAMIC SHOE IMPELLER              5.00                                                             0.00
62                                                                                           5.00

 100      CJ151030                            STANDARD CONTROL BOX 460/60V W/OIL             1.00                                                             0.00
59                                                                                           1.00

   5      CJ08700-640-33                      42" 5 SHOE TABLE                               1.00                                                             0.00
                                                                                             1.00

  35      CJ105-1C                            FEED CONE MODEL 105 CERAMIC                    1.00 107800        1            04/21/2017                       1.00
62                                                                                           1.00 CJM002          03/14/2017 04/21/2017
                                                                                                                             04/21/2017
  50      CJ08700-520-24                      ANVIL RING 24 CR ANVILS 2300                   1.00                                                             0.00
                                                                                             1.00

  60      CJ101054                            40" 5 SHOE TABLE LINER FOR INSERTS             1.00                                                             0.00
                                                                                             1.00
          AL092B
  75      CJ152205                            SHEAVE 5/8V17.0                                2.00 108312        1            04/28/2017                       2.00
47                                                                                           2.00 TBW000          04/18/2017 04/28/2017
                                                                                                                             04/27/2017
  80      CJ152235                            SHEAVE 10/8V 20.0                              1.00 108311        4            04/28/2017                       1.00
47                                                                                           1.00 MOT000          04/18/2017 04/28/2017
                                                                                                                             05/01/2017
  85      CJ152127                            BUSHING M-4 1/2                                1.00 108311        3            04/28/2017                       1.00
47                                                                                           1.00 MOT000          04/18/2017 04/28/2017
                                                                                                                             05/01/2017



  90      CJ152004                            V-BELT 8V2120                                 10.00 108311        1            04/28/2017                      10.00
47                                                                                          10.00 MOT000          04/18/2017 04/28/2017
                                                                                                                             05/01/2017
  95      CJ152113                            BUSHING J-3 3/8                                2.00 108311        2            04/28/2017                       2.00
47                                                                                           2.00 MOT000          04/18/2017 04/28/2017
                                                                                                                             05/01/2017



FOREWORD

This manual is to provide the maintenance information for your Canica Vertical Shaft Impact Crusher. The instruc-
tions will guide the operator through the procedures for starting and servicing the VSI crusher. Illustrations and
photographs are also provided to assist with these procedures.

The descriptions, illustrations and specifications in this manual were in effect at the time the manual was approved
for printing. Canica’s aim is to provide the most efficient and economical crusher. Therefore with product improve-
ment, Canica reserves the right to change specifications or design without notice.

Our goal is to provide you an informative maintenance manual and instructional information to help you
get the most out of your Canica VSI Crusher.  If a question regarding your crusher arises, please contact us at the
numbers below.

 CANICA
For questions regarding sales and distributors, please contact:

Sales Department: 1- 888 - 571 - 8352

For shipping inquiries or to order parts for your crusher, please contact:

Parts Department: 1 - 800 - 688 - PART (7278)

For questions regarding service, please contact:

Service Department: 360 - 993 - 0515 Fax: 360 - 993 - 0715

 CANICA
Crusher Manufacturing Company

212 South Oak Street

Durand, MI 48429

Tel: +1 989 288 3121 or +1 888 571 8352

Fax: +1 989 288 4113

THIS MANUAL IS PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL AND IS SUPPLIED ON THE EXPRESS CON-
DITION THAT IT IS NOT TO BE USED FOR ANY PURPOSE OR COPIED OR COMMUNICATED
TO ANY OTHER PERSON WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF CANICA  CRUSHER  MANUFAC-
TURING COMPANY.

doc. 501 (4/13)
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TOOLS

Hub puller

Note:
Wear eye protection and
always lock out and tag out
when working on equipment.

Vaulted anvil puller
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Canica Vertical Shaft Impact Crusher

Vertical Shaft Impact (VSI) crushers are
unique and reliable machines because they use

gravity instead of machinery, centrifugal force in-
stead of mechanical force, inertia instead of manu-
factured energy. These features make the VSI an
efficient and economical way to crush rock. In
today’s building materials market the specifications
for concrete aggregates, asphalt mixes, manufac-
tured sand, and road bases have become so precise
that you cannot really compete in rock products,
precious ore milling, and pharmaceutical minerals
without the proper crushing equipment.

The VSI crusher benefits include cubical shape, gra-
dation control, variable production versatility in mak-
ing fines or coarse materials, high product yield with
low horsepower per ton, non-plugging crushing cham-
ber with wet, muddy materials, and low capital invest-
ment and cost per finished ton of material.

IMPACT CRUSHING
The material enters through the feed tube and drops
onto the distribution plate that divides the material
equally between the impellers. The impellers then ac-
celerate the material into stationary anvils or Rockbox
that is positioned at a set angle and distance to achieve
maximum reduction for a prescribed application. The
material hits the anvil once and then falls freely to the
discharge area below. Of the “true impact crushing”
process, the machine does not retain the crushed ma-

terial. This eliminates the high cost of grinding or recir-
culation rock in the crushing chamber. It also allows a
lower horsepower requirement, less wear, and a higher
product yield.

BALANCED IMPELLER TABLE OR
ROTOR
The rotation of the center flywheel or Impeller can vary
from 600 RPM to 3000 RPM depending on crusher
model, material size and product requirements. With
the weight and velocity of the mass of the table it is
essential to keep castings mounted on the table and
hub equally balanced at opposite ends. For example,
if one edge liner needs to be replaced, the edge liner
opposite or 180 degrees around the table should be
replaced with a casting of equal weight. It is extremely
important to keep it balanced otherwise the crusher
can vibrate excessively.

PRODUCT GRADATION
Canica VSI Crushers are usually used as secondary
and tertiary crushers and are normally operated in
closed circuit with a vibrating screen. Recirculating
some or all of the oversize material, as production re-
quires, will result in optimum crusher performance. The
feed should be free of undersize material, and tonnage
must be consistent with the crusher’s capacity and
available horsepower output. Gradation is dependant
on factors such as speed of impeller table, type & num-

VSI CRUSHERS
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VSI CRUSHERS
ber of shoes, throw distance (impeller tip to anvil tip),
screening efficiency and material content. Setup of the
crusher is important to maintain the benefits of VSI
crushing. A crusher that has been moved to a different
application or has had a change in speed or capacity
must be set up properly. Consult Canica factory for
proper setup. Test samples can be crushed at the Canica
testing facility.

SCREENING
Properly applied, the Canica VSI Crusher is capable
of producing relatively high volumes of material, but
excessive recirculation of already sized product (screen
override) will adversely affect the wear rate of the
crushing chamber, reduce capacity, increase horse-
power required, and affect product gradation. Con-
sequently, carefully reviewing the plant’s screening
capabilities to assure the proper balance with
crusher capacity will help achieve optimum
crusher/system performance.

IMPELLERS
For maximum crushing efficiency, there are different
impellers and impeller tables available to customers.
Impeller types are dependant on crusher models. Con-
tact Canica for best crushing performance.

TRAMP MATERIAL
Metal detectors and/or magnets are strongly advised
for safety and longevity of a VSI crusher. Tramp ma-
terial such as bucket teeth, ripper teeth, drill bits, and
loose steel can severely damage internal castings and
machine components. Damage resulting from such ma-
terials is not covered under the factory warranty.

Lid locks and rubber seal used to keep lid tight to tub
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SHOE WEAR PATTERNS

HOW TO ORDER WEAR PARTS
When ordering repair parts always give the following information:

!   SERIAL NUMBER

!   PART NUMBER

!   MODEL NUMBER

!   PART DESCRIPTION

!   NAME OF ITEM

CAST PARTS WEAR PATTERNS
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CAST PARTS WEAR PATTERNS
CA-17 IMPELLER WEAR PATTERN FOR MODEL 125/105

HOW TO ORDER WEAR PARTS
When ordering repair parts always give the following information:

!   SERIAL NUMBER

!   PART NUMBER

!   MODEL NUMBER

!   PART DESCRIPTION

!   NAME OF ITEM
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NEW PROPER WEAR

WEAR BEFORE ROTATION ANVIL AFTER ROTATION

FEED TUBE ADJUSTED
TOO HIGH OR ANVIL RING

ADJUSTED TOO LOW

LACK OF FEED (LOW
TONNAGE) VERY SMALL

FEED

ANVIL RING ADJUSTED
TOO HIGH
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CAST PARTS WEAR PATTERNS

HOW TO ORDER WEAR PARTS
When ordering repair parts always give the following information:

!   SERIAL NUMBER

!   PART NUMBER

!   MODEL NUMBER

!   PART DESCRIPTION

!   NAME OF ITEM

DO NOT ALLOW WORN ANVILS TO
WEAR THINNER THAN 1/2”
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NEW

PROPER WEAR

EDGE LINER LOCATED IN FRONT

OF IMPELLER

BREAKAGE CAUSED BY:

•  TOO LARGE OF FEED

•  TRAMP METAL THROUGH MACHINE

•  BOLT BROKEN & EDGE LINER
    ROTATED OUTWARD

EDGE LINERS

HOW TO ORDER WEAR PARTS
When ordering repair parts always give the following information:

!   SERIAL NUMBER

!   PART NUMBER

!   MODEL NUMBER

!   PART DESCRIPTION

!   NAME OF ITEM
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CAST PARTS WEAR PATTERNS
TABLE LINERS

WORN 3/4 OF THICKNESS, REPLACE OR
BUILD UP WITH HARDFACE. (A.R. ONLY)
CONSULT FACTORY TO CONFIRM ALLOY
OF LINER.

ROUNDED EDGE WORN OUT

Cast Chrome
Note: Do not weld on cast liners.

A.R. Plate
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HOW TO ORDER WEAR PARTS
When ordering repair parts always give the following information:

!   SERIAL NUMBER

!   PART NUMBER

!   MODEL NUMBER

!   PART DESCRIPTION

NEW FEED DISK

WORN  FEED DISK
-REPLACE BEFORE IT
WEARS THROUGH

FEED DISK

WORN  THROUGH
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1. Make sure crusher is level.
2. Make sure feed is located to center of feed

tube and feed tube is at the proper height.
See Feed Hopper Adjustment section.

Improper feed tube wear caused by improper feed

Proper feed

3. Open lid and check all castings for wear and
all bolts and pins for proper tightness. Then
close and secure lid.

4. Check oil level (1/2” down on sight gauge).
5. Check for any loose or missing bolts.
6. Check belt drive for dirt or any foreign

matter (Clean as needed.)
7. Check belt tension. Do not operate crusher

without belt guards in place.

8. Check shutdown system.
9. Start oil pump and check pressure (5 to 75

lbs.).
10. Check feed system so there is no foreign

matter entering crusher. Use a metal detec-
tor to make sure foreign metal objects are
not introduced into the crusher.

11. Make sure all personnel are clear and start
motor (rotation is always counterclockwise).

12. On crushers with dual drive motors, the belts
should be removed prior to startup to check
both motors for proper rotation direction.

13. Inspect shoes within 2 to 4 hours of opera-
tion and every 4 hours until wear pattern and
life has been established.

14. Check anvils after first set of shoes have
worn out. Determine if wear is in the center
of anvil. If not, then adjust anvil ring accord-
ingly.

WARNING: NEVER, UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES, REMOVE LID OR
INSPECTION DOORS WHILE MACHINE
IS RUNNING.

DIESEL DRIVE
l. Start diesel engine (clutch disengaged) and

let warm up.
2. 700 RPM let clutch out slowly to start

crusher rotation. Then bring engine up
slowly to operation RPM.

SHUTDOWN
Electric

1. Shut main crusher motor off.

START UP
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START UP
2. While crusher is stopping, grease upper seal.
3. Allow crusher to come to a complete stop

before shutting off oil system.
4. Shut off the main breaker.

Lock-out/tag-out when working in equipment

ROUTINE SAFETY MAINTENANCE
We recommend that routine safety maintenance checks
be completed on all CANICA Crushers. The follow-
ing list is our factory recommendations for these checks.

1) Proper safety protocols and lockout procedures
should be practiced at all times.

2) The oil pressure shutdown switch (located on the
oil system) should be checked for proper function pe-
riodically. This test can be performed by trying to start
the main motor(s) without the oil system on. If the
motor(s) start, shut it down immediately and con-
tact the factory.

3) The lid lifter shut down switch (located at the bot-
tom of the lid lifter cylinder) should be checked peri-
odically also. This test can be performed by raising the
lid until the limit switch is no longer in contact with the
shaft assembly, and try and start the crusher. If the
motor(s) start, shut it down immediately and con-
tact the factory. Remove any foreign matter that is
around limit switch.

Lid lifter limit switch

OIL TANK LOCATION
Some users of Canica equipment find that they cannot
locate the oil reservoirs near the lid lifter as recom-
mended in the installation instructions.

If this situation occurs, Canica Engineering recom-
mends the following:

Locate the tank at least 12" below the level of the
crusher base ring (floor level).

Do not run the hoses longer than 20'-0".

For hose runs longer than 20'-0”, make the return hose
1".  This will reduce friction within the hose and allow
the longer hose run to operate at lower back pressure.
The lid lifter hose and pressure lube hose to the ped-
estal can remain at their original sizes.

Avoid having the return hose (1") run uphill.  This is a
gravity drain and should not have any high spots in it.
High points could cause an air lock and prevent oil
from returning to the tank.

Check the oil level in the hydraulic tank frequently dur-
ing the first few days of operation to insure oil is not
leaking out of the pedestal.  Once air is ejected during
the initial start-up, the oil level should stabilize.  If you
are required to continuously add oil, there is a leak in
the system and it should be identified and corrected.

If you have any questions regarding the installation of
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an oil system, please call our Engineering Department
for technical assistance at 1 (888) 571-8352.

Wire motor for proper voltage.
Check for oil pump proper rotation.

RETURN

BREATHER
SUPPLY

Breather line shown (some pedestals do not require breather line.)
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START UP
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OIL PRESSURE, LID LIFT, LIMIT SWITCH & VIBRATION
DETECTOR SHUT DOWN CIRCUIT
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START UP
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1) Machine is level; side to side, end to end:
2) Foot mounts are bolted down with proper hardware.
3) Tramp iron & oversized feed is removed from feed conveyors. Use a metal detector

to make certain no foreign metal is introduced into the crusher.
4) Check for any loose or missing bolts.
5) Check belt drive for dirt or any foreign matter (Clean as needed.)
6) Check belt tension. Do not operate crusher without belt guards in place.
7) Oil system is at least 6"-12” below crusher base plate if not explain:
8) Check oil level (1/2” down on sight gauge)
9) Oil pump rotation is correct. Pressure gauge reads 50-65 psi: (if not, reverse polar-

ity) If pressure is greater than 0 psi & less than 60 psi try tapping pressure relief valve
with a small wrench or hammer.

10) Low oil pressure, lid lifter safety, and vibration detector switches are wired in series to
crusher motor starter. (When tripped, only crusher motor(s) shut down, not oil system
motor):

11) *All motor wiring has been tested:
12) Vibration detector is reset: (push rubber button on side)
13) **Check v-belt tension (see note):
14) Verify that material meets feed vs.speed criteria:
15) Attempt to start motor(s) with; oil system off:

vibration detector tripped:
crusher lid opened:

      IF MOTOR(S) START, SHUT OFF
      IMMEDIATELY AND TROUBLESHOOT

      START CRUSHER (Oil System On)
16) Verify oil is flowing by viewing the sight flow on the oil tank. Check all lubrication

connectors and lines for leaks: (repair as needed)
17) Check table/rotor for proper rotation: (counterclockwise looking down feed tube)
18) Check for abnormal noises and/or vibrations:
19) Check amp draw of motor(s) (if unequal on twin drives, adjust drive belts accordingly)
20)  Compare crusher RPM’s to production data sheet.
21) Calibrate vibration detector switch:

      CHECK WITH CRUSHER OFF
22) Sufficient clearance to open crusher lid and rotate:
23) Ensure bottom of feed tube is at the proper height. The bottom of the feed tube should

be about flush to 1/2” above the top of the impellers.(some applications may vary)

      START CRUSHER AND BEGIN FEED
24) Ensure feed stream is centered.
25) Let crusher run (2) hours max before shutting down:

STARTUP CHECKLIST
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START UP (continued)

26) Check oil temperature. 130F maximum:

      WITH CRUSHER OFF AND LOCKED OUT
27) Open crusher lid and check inside of crusher for unusual wear:
28) If no extreme wear, let crusher operate 2-4 more hours. Shut down and in-

spect crusher parts through inspection door. In high abrasion applications,
continue this process until wear rates are established:

29)  Retension belts
30) Train crusher operators and maintenance people on proper operational and

maintenance procedures of the equipment: (include discussion on wear char-
acteristics of the components, feed tube adjustments, welding procedures)

*Note: On dual drive crushers, remove 1 set of motor belts before testing to ensure that both
motors have same polarity.
** Note: Belts are properly tensioned if the NO LOAD amps of the motor are near book values, and
drive belts do not squeal.
Re-tension drive belts after approximately 4 hour of run time.

CHECKLIST
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CAUTION:
WEAR EYE PROTECTION
WHILE WORKING ON
CRUSHER WEAR PARTS
IMPELLER SHOE TABLE
The relationship between the table RPM and wear parts
are directly related. The faster the impeller speed, the
faster the parts will wear. The result of faster table
rotation is increased fracture on single pass products.
Always consult Canica before any speed changes are
made. Rotation of all Canica tables is counterclock-
wise. Wrong direction of rotation will result in exten-
sive damage and will void all warranties.

TABLE PARTS REPLACEMENT

Removing bolted shoes

ALWAYS LOCK OUT/TAG OUT
WHEN WORKING ON CRUSHERS!

Remove in this order
1. Remove impeller pins or allen head bolts. To re-
move pins, tap front of shoe and pry on pin. If pins do
not come out, you may cut them off with a torch. Be
careful not to notch bracket with torch. You must re-
place complete set. The impellers will come in sets
and they must weigh within .4 lbs. of each other. Im-
peller shoes out of balance will result in excessive vi-
bration.  For bolt on impeller, remove bolts, then im-
peller.

 Pinned shoe

Bolted shoe with hardfaced shoe bracket

2. Remove feed cone by prying under the edge.

3. Remove table liner by removing the bolt and lifting
off the liner (A.R. table liners have no bolts).

4. Remove edge liner. Remove table from hub by tak-
ing out all the hex bolts in center of table. Turn table
over. Take socket and remove all table edge liner bolts.
When replacing edge liners by sets of two they must
weigh within .05 lbs. of each other. Put one on and
place its mate directly across to end up with a bal-
anced table. Do not tighten bolts until all liners are in
place and bolts are loosely in. (Note: If one edge liner
breaks, never replace only one. Replace that liner and

IMPELLER TABLE
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IMPELLER TABLE
the one directly across to keep table in balance.) Make
sure all areas are clean before replacing parts.

5. On crusher units with liners attached to hub, the
bolts may be removed and installed with hub in the
machine. Just remove table for bolt access.

IMPELLER BRACKETS
The outer face of the table bracket is protected from
deflected material. This high wear surface is protected
with hardfacing or bracket protectors. Bracket pro-
tectors are optional on the 32”-4, 36”-3, 36”-4, 36”-
5, and 40”-5  tables using ER-24 brackets.

 
Impeller bracket protector

MOUNTING IMPELLER BRACKET
PROTECTORS
(Part #ER-45)

1. Place (2) 5/8” x 3” N.F. bolts into cast holes.
2. Place into position on impeller bracket.
3. Use only 5/8” N.F. steel crimp lock nut to

bolt onto bracket. Torque lock nut to 224 ft.
lbs.

4. Re-torque after 8 hours of operation.

NOTE:
IF YOU HAVE PROBLEMS WITH BOLT
BREAKAGE, TACK WELD ER-45 TO
IMPELLER BRACKET WITH TWO 1/2”
LONG WELDS. (TO REPLACE, CUT WELD
WITH GRINDER.)
Wear safety glasses !

EDGE LINER
The table is the host of these parts on some models
and the hub for other models (see note). The table is
turned upside down to make it easier to install the edge
liners. All edge liners and impellers have weights
marked on them. When installing edge liners, put match-
ing weights across from each other — on opposing
sides. Start the installation with two liners of the same
weight. All the edge liners all the way around the table
must be within four tenths of a pound of each other. If
it is necessary to remove edge liners to be reinstalled
later, mark them in matching pairs so when they are
re-installed on the table, it will still be in balance. Be-
fore putting the bolts in, spray each bolt hole with no-
seize or a lubricant product to keep the bolts from
seizing or rusting in.

After placing all liners, snug all the bolts into place, but
don’t completely tighten yet, because the liners need
to be moved into their final outward position on the
table. To do this, stand on the center of the table and
pry out with a screwdriver. By moving each liner to the
outer radius of the table, it puts them in the same posi-
tion they would move once you start the machine. This
operation keeps the bolts from being loosened by cen-
trifugal force when the machine is running.
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Edge liners on hub

Wear safety glasses or goggles when working with
high-chrome castings. After positioning all castings to
the outer edge, tighten them with a torque wrench to
320 ft lbs for 3/4” bolts and 445 ft. lbs. for 1” bolts.

When all edge liner castings are tightened the table will
be in optimum balance. Notice all the bolts are re-
cessed to minimize wear to the bolt heads.

NOTE:

On models with edge liners attached to the hub as-
sembly, remove table to get to the liners, then follow
same instructions as above. Then replace table. Mod-
els 80, 90, 100, 100S,105,125,155.

TABLE TO HUB

Now that the edge liners are tightened securely, posi-
tion the upright table over the hub. Make sure the ma-
chined surfaces on the bottom of the table and the top
of the hub are clean. There are (6) 1” x 2 1/2” grade 8
bolts to fasten the table to the hub. Remember to use
no-seize or similar lubricant in the bolt holes to allow
easy replacement. Some models may have more than
(6) bolts. Tighten the bolts evenly all the way around.
(690 lbs. of torque.)

TABLE LINERS
After assembling the table to the hub, you are ready to
install the top table liners. Cast segmented liners are
bolted down. A.R. liners are not bolted down. After
the A.R. plate is placed on the table, the impellers
locked into position hold it down. Some table liners
form a collar which interlock with the feed cone. This
collar prevents the table liners from being moved out
by centrifugal force. The collar effect is not used on
models 125 and 155.

FEED CONE
The feed cone, when placed into position, interlocks
with the liner plates and makes it impossible for the
plates to rotate out of position. Check the feed cone to
make sure it is in position and lying flat on the liners.
The feed cone also locks to the center of the table on
all models.

IMPELLERS
. The easiest way to install the impellers is to set the
impeller on the table liner. Notice the stob sticking out
of the back of the impeller casting. Slide into position.
Then slide in the pin. The pin is made from cold-rolled
steel. Make sure the pin is in the full down position
which locks the impeller in place. Each impeller cast-
ing is weighed and marked in pounds and tenths of a
pound. The top number is pounds, the bottom number
is tenths. Impellers come in sets of three, four, five and
six. Impellers should be within four tenths of a pound
of each other to keep the table in balance. Impellers
on models 105,125 and 155 require Grade 8 Allen
head cap screws 1-1/2” x 3”. These bolts should be
torqued to approximately 500 ft. lbs. Impellers on mod-
els 2050 and 2350 use 1-1/4”  bolts and should be
torqued to 400 ft-lbs.
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IMPELLER TABLE

TABLE MAINTENANCE: ALL TABLES

Normal maintenance requires a table inspection be made during regular casting replacement. This
inspection is to detect natural table fatigue. If cracks are found  (see detail for locations 1 and 2)
Canica must be contacted before further use.

Table fatigue

Notice how the impeller castings overlock onto the
feed cone in the table center. When placing the impel-
ler into the impeller bracket and inserting the pin or
bolts (depending on the impeller style) the feed cone
and table liners are locked into place. It all works to-
gether for a keystone effect. With the impeller castings
securely in position, the table installation is now com-
plete. To remove an impeller, simply pull the pin or
bolts. Remember, always be sure to wear safety
glasses or goggles.
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4 port rotor.

This rotor is known as a 4 Port Autogenous
Rotor.  The rotor consists of parts as shown in the
parts page exploded view. A rotor is used in very abra-
sive rock. There are two types of rotors, one used for
rock on steel and the other rock on rock. In both types
a rock pack takes the place of an iron impeller to ac-
celerate the feed to be impacted into the anvil or
rockshelf. The rotor is clad with abrasive resistant cast-
ings. Castings wear at different rates depending on the
product, feed rate, rotor speed and the position of the
casting. It is recommended that a schedule be kept in
order to monitor casting life to develop a casting re-
placement strategy.  The rotor shown above is de-
signed for a maximum speed of 1600 RPM. The maxi-
mum feed size for this rotor is 3”(largest dimension).

The rotor’s high rotational speed makes it extremely
susceptible to unbalanced conditions. The rotor body
is balanced at the factory to provide smooth opera-
tion. Some rotors have an even number of ports and
others have an odd number of ports. If a rotor has an
odd number of ports, all similar castings must be re-
placed in sets with the same weights. In rotors with an
even number of ports as in the 34” and 38” rotors,
castings can be replaced in sets of two. The similar
castings in the even port rotor are replaced opposite
each other to maintain the rotor’s balanced condition.
It is important to keep the rotor casting weights the
same to prevent the rotor from becoming out of bal-
ance and therefore vibrating excessively. An out-of-

balance rotor can be  a safety hazard. Excessive worn
castings create a dangerous situation. If a casting breaks
the sudden out-of-balance state can ruin the pedestal
assembly or rotor. This chapter sets some guidelines
to the replacement of worn castings.

WEAR INSPECTIONS & CHECKS
The crusher should be opened up and checked at least
daily for excessive wear and loose parts. The rotor’s
primary wear parts are the feed plate, rotor pins, de-
flector plates and lower wear liners. All of these parts
should be visually inspected daily until expected wear
life can be established for each part.

WARNING!
Wear eye protection and always lock out and
tag out when working on equipment.

ROTOR REMOVAL
As with any maintenance being performed on the
crusher, lock out/tag out procedures should be fol-
lowed any time the crusher lid is opened. In order to
remove the rotor, the feed plate must be removed com-
pletely. Two of the crown ring plates will need to be
removed in order to pull the feed plate out of the rotor.
There is a ¾” x 1-1/4” bolt that holds the feed plate
down to the modified rotor hub cap. Once the feed
plate has been removed, the hub bolts will be exposed.
Remove the six (6) hub bolts which fasten the rotor to
the crusher hub.  If rotor is tight on the hub, there are
two fully threaded jacking holes provided for jacking
the rotor away from the hub.  These holes are plugged
with socket head “allen plugs.”  Remove the socket
head “allen” plugs and  screw a 1"-8 UNC bolt down
into each jacking hole and jack the table up and away
from the hub. (The hub bolts can be used for this but it
may damage them.)

Once the rotor has been freed from the hub, picking
eyes can be threaded into the vacant crown ring plate
holes for lifting the rotor out the crusher.

PARTS REPLACEMENT
Parts may be removed either individually while the ro-
tor is in the crusher as described below or the entire
rotor can be removed and parts can be replaced out-
side the crusher. Heavy rotor overhauls should be com-

ROTOR
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ROTOR
pleted with the rotor outside of the machine.

WARNING!!  Replacement wear parts must be
checked for balance weight.  Parts must be
replaced so that pieces which are opposite from
one another are within 0.2 lb., otherwise the
rotor may exhibit excessive vibration.

Wear pins and deflector plate can be replaced by
removing top edge liners and crown ring.

PARTS REPLACEMENT
Clean all packed dirt out from the rotor.  This may
require a needle gun or air chipper depending on ma-
terial in the pack.  If possible, blow out all dirt with
compressed air.  This is an important step and if done
properly, it makes the entire job much easier and
quicker. To remove the deflector plates, the corre-
sponding upper edge liner must be removed. Upon
reinstallation of these parts, the deflector plate bolts
should be tightened down to 150 ft/lbs. These deflec-
tor plates are one of the most frequently replaced items
on the rotor. To remove the rotor pins, the crown ring
plates must be removed first. If the material pack has
been cleaned out, the pins should slide freely up and
out of the rotor. Do not hammer directly on the
carbide pins as they may chip or break. When re-
placing the pins make sure the pin shims on the 38”
rotors are reinstalled. In most applications the inside
and outside pins will be made of different materials.

Make sure the carbide pin is placed in the outside cut-
outs. Inspect upper and lower liner plates for wear. If
severely worn, these will need to be replaced.  To re-
place any of these plates, simply remove the corre-
sponding bolts that hold them in place and remove.
Upon reinstallation, all liner plate bolts should be tight-
ened down to 150 ft/lbs.

Force edge liners to outside before tightening.

The upper and lower edge liners are identical. To re-
move the edge liners simply remove the bolts. Upon
reinstallation make sure the parts rest flush on the top
and bottom plate, force the liners to the outside and
torque the bolts down to 290 ft/lbs. The crown ring
plate will exhibit wear on the inside portion of the plate.
These plates are indexable. By shifting the (4) plates
you can increase the wear life of the part. Once the
wall thickness of the plate is at 1/8” on the inside, it is
time to replace them. To remove the crown ring plates,
simply remove the bolts. Upon reinstallation, make sure
the parts rest flush on the top plate and torque the
bolts down to 150 ft/lbs.

CHECKING ROTOR ASSEMBLY
Insure all bolts are properly tightened and all of the
replaced parts were installed and fit correctly.  Never
use an impact wrench on casting bolts.  Tighten all fas-
teners with hand tools and torque wrench. It’s also a
good idea to double check that the weights of the re-
placed castings are all within the 0.2 lb. tolerance. Use
only grade 8 fasteners when replacing castings.
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CLEAN ALL MATING SURFACES BETWEEN
THE CASTINGS AND THE ROTOR.  A SMALL
ROCK  UNDER A CASTING MAY CAUSE IT TO
BREAK WHEN THE BOLTS ARE TIGHTENED.

REINSTALLING ROTOR INTO
CRUSHER
1.   Remove jacking bolts from center of table.

Reinstall allen plugs.
2.   Connect chain slings to the picking eyes.

Make sure rotor hangs level.
3.   Insure top of the hub and the bottom of the

rotor plate are absolutely clean. A layer of
grease may be applied to both surfaces to aid
in the removal of the rotor the next time it is
pulled.

4.   Install rotor into the crusher and align table
holes with hub.  Insure table lines up with
center boss on the hub.

5.   Install six (6) bolts.  Torque to 600 ft.-lb.
6.   Insure the center area on top of the table is

free of dirt and debris.  Likewise insure
bottom of feed plate is clean.

7.   Place feed plate into center and bolt into the
modified rotor hub cap. Torque the bolt
down to 100 ft/lbs.

8.   Remove lifting eyes from the crown ring bolt
holes and reinstall the crown ring plates.

Feed disk installed removing two crown ring castings.

RESTARTING CRUSHER
When restarting a rebuilt rotor, a pack needs to be
formed before full crushing operations resume.  Feed
approximately 1.0 cubic yard of 1/2" minus material
into the crusher to form the pack.  After a pack is
formed, normal crushing operations can resume.

VIBRATION
As described above, the autogenous rotor system de-
pends on a crush pack buildup inside the rotor. Some
vibration may be noticed from time to time due to dif-
ferent material building and releasing.

The large ports of the Canica Autogenous Rotor self-
clear and do not experience plugging when the feed
size is within specifications.

If vibration is detected, allow several minutes of op-
eration to pass before the machine is shut down.  Gen-
erally, the crush pack may become larger in one port
for a short duration of time.  Continued operation of
the rotor will allow the crush pack to even out and
stabilize.

WORN PARTS

Edge liner worn thin to 3/16”. Bolt heads beginning to
thin down. Edge liner should be replaced.
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ROTOR
Edge liners need to be replaced when any portion of
the outside surface wears to 3/16” or less.  If the rotor
is out of the crusher, it is easiest to install the lower
edge liners with the rotor upside down.  Position the
rotor right side up before installing the rest of the cast-
ings.

INSTALLING EDGE LINERS
1. Arrange the edge liners in evenly weighted pairs

from heaviest to lightest.

2. Distribute the edge liners around the rotor
perimeter with the matching pairs opposite each
other.  Position the heaviest pair first.  Position
the lightest pair next to the heaviest pair.
Position the next heaviest pair adjacent to the
lightest pair.  Position the next lightest pair
adjacent to the next heaviest pair.  Continue in
this manner until all edge liners are arranged
around the rotor.

3. Apply anti-seize compound to the threads on
each bolt.  Screw all the bolts into the rotor but
do not tighten.

4. Torque the bolts according to the torque table in
this manual. Force the liners to the outside
circumference before tightening. Do not use an
impact wrench because this may overtighten the
liner castings. Recheck the torque on all edge
liner bolts when finished.

CARBIDE WEAR PINS
The carbide wear pins should be monitored to deter-
mine the wear life  so a replacement schedule can be
maintained.  The carbide wear pin is made of dense
material so the impact energy is greater than cast iron,
therefore it may be advisable to replace the carbide
pins before the narrowest cross section reaches 3/4”
inch. Do not try to extend carbide life by rotating them.
The carbide could break, creating an unsafe out-of-
balance condition.

REPLACING CARBIDE PINS
1. Weigh replacement pins to verify they are

balanced. The outer wear pins are tungsten
carbide because they are in the most prominent
wear position. The inner can be abrasive
resistant chrome castings.

2. Slide the wear pins through the cutout in the top
rotor plate until they rest in the cutout in the
bottom plate. A spacer is placed on the top of
the wear pin to prevent the wear pins from
moving in the 38” rotor only.

Worn wear pins should not be rotated.

A spacer is used in the 38” 4 port rotor.

DEFLECTOR PLATE WEAR
Deflector plates are positioned on the rotor to protect
the rotor from the rock that deflects off the anvils back
into the rotor. The deflector plate should be replaced if
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the edge wears back to the point were the bolts loose
protection and the head wears down or the rotor body
is exposed. The bolt can wear to the point where there
is just enough bolt head remaining to remove it.

To install new deflector plates:
1. Replace the bolts as needed.

2. Torque each bolt to 150 ft-lbs.  Torque the
middle bolt first.  Because the torque on one
bolt affects the torque on all the other bolts it is
important to recheck the torque on all the bolts
when finished.

LOWER WEAR LINERS
Lower primary wear liners may be replaced more fre-
quently than other castings. They are positioned at the
base of the main rock stream path. Depending on the
material, lower  liners show maximum wear at the path
that surrounds the carbide wear pin or in the center of
the liner.  Lower primary liners need to be replaced
when either of these areas wear to 3/16” thickness.
The secondary liners are not in the main rock stream
path and will not wear out as often as the primary lin-
ers.

Liner should not wear thinner than 3/16”. Wearing a hole
could damage rotor.

To replace lower primary liners:
1. Remove the feed disc.

2. Clear out any embedded material packed in the
port.

3. Lift out the worn liners.

4. Clean the mating surfaces and install the new
liners.

5. Replace the feed disc and crown ring.
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CROWN RING
The crown ring protects the top and inside diameter of
the rotor body. It is segmented into 4 pieces so it can
be balanced by equal weights in pairs. The crown ring
can be repositioned by rotating the parts 45 degrees.
The rotor has groups of (3) holes (8) places around
the top plate. The hole farthest counterclockwise is for
the upper wear liner. The other 2 are for the crown
ring.  Either the center or the hole farthest clockwise
will work depending on the position of the edge liners.

The crown ring can be rotated to maximize wear life.

Crown ring can be rotated 45 degrees to extend life.

Allowing feed disk to wear a hole can damage rotor or
hub

ROCK ON ROCK ROTOR

The rock on rock rotor is designed to crush rock in a
rock chamber instead of an anvil ring. The rock is frac-
tured by impacting into a rock bed. In this type of con-
figuration the rock doesn’t deflect back into the rotor
to the degree of an anvil ring.  This rotor can also be
used with an anvil ring if the tip distance from the rotor
O.D. to the anvil tip is sufficient.
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The rotor should be visually inspected daily. High wear-
resistant wear parts armors the rotor to protect it from
damage. In addition the rotors structural port mem-
bers are protected at certain critical points. These wear
surfaces collect rock material to protect the rotor port.
This is the rock pack. In order to properly maintain
the rotors pack the wear tips and wall plates must be
inspected to determine wear. These parts must be re-
placed  at certain intervals to prevent undermining of
the rotor walls and body. If these parts wear away and
aren’t replaced at the proper time the rotor port will
lose it’s packing ability and damage to the rotor will
occur. It is normal for these parts to wear in time. The
life of these parts is dependent on several factors. The
hardness or abrasiveness of the rock, the feed rate,
feed size, feed moisture, and the speed of the rotor.

Rotor pack; Tip and Wall plates

Premature failure or chipping can also occur by tramp
material. The installation of metal detectors and mag-
nets should be put in place to protect this from hap-
pening.

ROTOR BALANCE
It is important to keep the rotor balanced for smooth
operation. Whenever wear parts are changed, be sure
to replace them in matching weight-balanced sets. Four
port rotors parts can be matched weights in pairs op-
posite each other. Five port rotors must be matched in
sets of 5.

Warning! Always lock out the power source
before attempting any maintenance.

ROTOR TIP
The wear tip and wall plates are drop in pieces. The
tip can be replaced by top loading with the covers
removed. (see illustration).

Rotor tip and wall plates drop in.

The tip has a carbide insert imbedded into the leading
edge to keep a high wear resistant corner to maintain a

Tip
Wall plate 
outer

Wall plate 
inner

Rock pack

tip

carbide insert
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good rock pack. This part should be changed when
the wear is about 3/4” back. Once the carbide has
worn away, the base metal will wear away quickly.
Ignoring this could result in damage to the rotor.

ROCK PACK RECEDING

Rotor tip worn; pack is diminishing

When carbide is worn away tip will wear rapidly.

It is normal for the rotor tip to wear more in the center.
If feed rate is low it may wear toward the top and
bottom rather than the middle.

ROTOR WALL PLATES
The Rotor has an inner wall plate and an outer wall
plate. The inner wall plate controls the pack buildup in

the port. The leading face of the inner wall plate catches
the feed material to collect rock in the port. As this
inner wall plate wears away the port can lose its ability
to pack and the rotor wall can begin to wear away
leaving the rotor damaged. This wall plate should be
inspected and changed when approx. 3/4” of  edge
wear is noticeable or when the pack recedes and ex-
poses the rotor wall. The outer wall plate is on the
opposite side of  the packed port. It acts as a trailing
deflector to prevent rock from deflecting back into the
port. This should be replaced when the edge wears
back approx. 1”. This part should be inspected peri-
odically for cracks or other damage. The Rock on Rock

rotor was designed to be used with a rockshelf but it
can also be used with anvils if there is enough tip dis-
tance between the rotor tip and the anvil ring. The de-
flection of rock is greater when using an anvil ring so it
may wear faster with the anvil ring configuration.
Pack will diminish as wear tip and inner wall plate wears
away, leaving the rotor wall exposed.

REPLACING TIP & WALL PLATES
To replace a worn tip the top cover will need to be
removed. With a hammer strike the worn tip to loosen
it in the pocket. You should be able to move it back
and forth to gain clearance in the pocket. Once it has
been loosened lift it up and slip it out of the slot.  Make
certain the position of the top cover is noted so it can
be re-assembled in its original location to maintain ro-
tor balance.
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UPPER AND LOWER LINERS
The upper and lower liners are bolted in place. Cast
wear parts are very abrasive-resistant, but are more
brittle than mild steel. Standard torque values of the
recommended Grade 8 bolts may be so high as to
crack or break the cast part. The upper and lowerliner

Tip is loaded into pocket from top with covers removed.

Carbide tip is loaded in place.

bolts should not be over torqued. If bolts are over-
tightened they can crack the casting. (See torque specs
for castings). The upper and lower wear liners are
tighened down with one bolt. Two more bolts are
placed to support the liner. As the rotor is spinnning
and the centrifugal force throws the liner outward.
These bolts act as stops to resist the outward force.
The liners should be checked for wear and replaced
before the material is 3/16”thin  at any point along the
entire surface.

Lower and Upper liner has one hold down bolt and 2 stop
bolts.

wear path

Liners should not wear thinner than 3/16”
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1/2"

3/16"
MINIMUM

NEW FEED PLATE

WORN FEED PLATE

MINIMUM
3/16"

WORN FEED PLATE

ROTOR TOP COVER
The top cover wear plates protect the top of the rotor
body as well as the top I.D. and O.D. The cover plates
are balanced with the rotor body at the factory. When
this part is replaced the rotor should be balanced oth-
erwise there may be excessive vibration.

 These cover plates should not need replacing as of-
ten as the other internal wear parts. The top should
see very little wear if the feed tube is adjusted cor-
rectly. It is important that the feed material is properly
centered. The cover plates are in segmented pieces
as shown in the illustration. The feed tube should be
adjusted in the range of flush to the top to about a half
inch down inside the inner top cover.  The top cover
plate will have to be removed whenever the feed disk
is replaced. Whenever removing the top cover mark
the position and return it to it’s original position to keep
the rotor in balance. The top covers should be torqued
to 60 ft lbs. Do not over tighten or they may crack.

The feed tube should be adjusted down into the top cover

CAST FEED PLATE

CARBIDE FEED PLATE
The carbide feed plate has a longer wear life but should
be changed before the plate wears down too far.
Tungsten carbide is imbedded into the plate about 1/
2” deep. Once this carbide is worn away the plate
should be replaced.

CARBIDE WORN AWAY

NEW FEED PLATE

Replace carbide feed disk when carbide is worn away.

The feed plate wear pattern can vary depending on
feed material, feed rate and RPM of rotor. The feed
plate should not be allowed to wear thinner than 3/16”
at any point on the surface. The feed plate should also
be replaced if one side appears thicker than the other
side. This will cause the rotor to run out of balance and
vibrate excessively.
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SEGMENTED ROTOR TOP
Rotor top covers can also be covered with segmented
casting. If the quantity of castings to cover the top of
the rotor is an odd number then they should all weigh
within 0.2 lbs of each other. Rotors covered by an
even number of castings can be weighed in sets of two
within 0.2 lbs. It is important to ensure equal weights
when replacing these parts to maintain proper rotor
balance. Failure to do this will result in excessive vi-
bration.

Rotor with 5 piece top cover. Pieces must all weigh within
0.2 Lbs. of each other.

Rotor with 4 piece top cover. Pairs mounted at opposite
sides must weigh within 0.2 Lbs. of each other.
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ROTOR BALANCE PROCEDURE
1. Clean out all ports of the rotor thoroughly.

The rotor should now be free of all rock and
dirt. Remove any previously added weights.
Check rotor for wear (holes, cracks, badly
worn areas in the port wall.)

2. The top cover should be bolted onto the
rotor. No wall plates tips or liners should be
mounted to the rotor at this time.

3. Mount rotor to balancing mandrel shaft with
bearings. Make sure bearings are clean and turn
freely. The Balancing stand must be on level
surface.

4. Spin rotor by hand and allow it to come to a stop
on it’s own. Heavy side of the rotor will be in
the 6:00 position. The light side will be at the
12:00 position. Mark 6:00 position  with chalk.
Spin again to be certain of heavy position.

5. After marking the 6:00 position locate the
balancing holes (Figure 5) and mark the ports
starting with the port closest to the 12:00 or top-
dead center position. Label this top port A then
B,C,D, and E clockwise respectively. (Figure 1)

6. The port closest to the top-dead center is port A.
Add weight to port B or E to bring A as close as
possible to 12:00 or top-dead center position.
(Figure 2)

7. Rotate the rotor so port A is in the 3:00 posi-
tion. (Figure 3) If the A port rises, add weight to
A; If A port falls add weight to C port until it
does not rise or fall. (Figure 4) When rotor is
still with A in the 3:00 position the rotor should
be balanced. Check balance by rotating the
rotor and stopping at each port. If the rotor
doesn’t rotate from any position then it is in
balance. If rotor rotates from any position,
repeat procedure without removing any of the
weights that have been installed.

Figure 1
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8. After completing step 7 position port C, D, and
E at the 12:00 position. If rotor rises or falls add
weight on the rising side to keep it in position.

9. After completing step 8, position rotor once
again with A in the 12:00 position. The rotor
should not move. The rotor will now be in
balance. If the rotor turns, repeat steps 6, 7 and
8.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Rotor balance hole
Figure 5

Weight mounted
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REPLACING PEDESTAL SEALS

Removing table with jacking bolts

First remove top table castings, and then remove the
table from the hub. The Canica table has two threaded
holes to push the table from the hub. Remove retainer
cap from the pedestal. This cap is held on with a cen-
ter bolt. Remove bolt and remove the cap. To pull the
hub, use hub puller or a pulling bar with long bolts. The
length of the bolts is determined by the height of the
jack of the pulling ram you may use.

Canica hub puller

The hub puller or bolts may be obtained from Canica
or anywhere you can find standard one inch by ten
inch bolts. To use a pulling bar, place a jack onto the

center of the pedestal shaft. Place the puller on top of
the jack. Insert the long pulling bolts with flat washers
down through the pulling bar. When inserting the pull-
ing bolts, make sure they go down the total depth of
the bolt hole so you have maximum pulling capability.
This operation may require a lot of force to break the
hub free from the shaft because of the taper lock. A 50
ton jack is recommended. Do not attempt to pull the
hub free with a crane. The hub must be removed by
pushing down on the top of the shaft. Lifting on the
hub can cause severe damage to the pedestal. Put pres-
sure on the jack; the force will pull the hub, the jack
and the puller; they may then be removed. When lifting
the hub, make sure not to lose your keystock from the
shaft.

Clean top cap after table and hub are removed

PULLING THE HEAD CAP
To replace the upper seal, pull the hub, as previously
instructed. Then remove the upper felt seal. After the
felt is removed, unbolt and remove the upper head
cap from the pedestal assembly. The PD1000 pedes-
tal does not use a felt seal. It uses 2 lip seals back to
back with a grease labyrinth instead of the felt.

To remove the cap, use the set screw in the top cap to
push the cap away from the housing. If  the pedestal
head cap does not have the threaded hole with set
screw take two screwdrivers and work around the
cap joint to break the seal. Once the seal is broken, lift
the head cap out smoothly. It may be necessary to turn

PEDESTAL HOUSING
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the head cap back and forth to lift it because it is a tight
machined fit and the seal is fixed tightly on the shaft.

Notice the seal on the upper part of the head cap. It
locks tight on the shaft and on the head cap. Replace
this seal on the head cap by driving it out and driving a
new one in. Notice the shaft where the head cap seal
locks on to the shaft — The shaft is polished and smooth
like a new part. There is an O-ring on the perimeter of
the head cap. This O-ring should be replaced with a
new one whenever replacing the upper seal.

Clean head cap prior to seal installation.

INSTALLATION HEAD CAP
To replace the seal on the head cap, place the head
cap in the upright position and drive out the seal using
a block of wood or rubber mallet. Don’t use a metal
bar. Clean head cap prior to installation of new seal.
Before putting in a new seal, notice that the seal has an
up and a down side. The oil side should be installed
down. It is very important to the operation this seal to
have the oil side down, facing the lubricant inside the
pedestal.

To install a new seal, turn the head cap over, place the
seal in position, and drive it in flush. Drive it in evenly
all the way around the seal to keep it from wrapping.
Use the old seal to tap in the new one.

Old seal used to push new seal in head cap.

PD1000 pedestal has 2 lip seals
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PD1000 pedestal lip seals installed back to back.

REPLACING HEAD CAP
Before putting the head cap back in, replace the large
o-ring with a new one. Wipe the head cap with solvent
to make sure all surfaces are clean and free from dirt
and dust of any kind. Put a new o-ring in the grease
hole as well. Put a dab of grease in the small o-ring to
keep it seated in position. Replace the head cap, mak-
ing sure it is clean and free from dirt or foreign matter.
Coat the large o-ring around the head cap with any
weight of oil. Putting oil evenly all the way around the
large o-ring will help the head seat properly. Be care-
ful not to nick this large o-ring on anything because it
would leak under pressure. Lubricate the inner part of
the head cap seal with oil so that it slides over the shaft
easily. Be sure to align grease o-ring with grease hole
in pedestal housing. Press the head cap into position
over the shaft with slow, constant pressure, all the way
down then put the bolts in. Be careful not to damage
the seal when sliding it over the keyway.  Tape can be
placed over the keyway to protect the seal from the
keyway corners.  Since the head cap must be brought
down evenly all the way around, tighten the bolts to
130 ft./lbs.  Use loctite on bolts. After tightening all the
bolts there is a simple check that can be done to test
for proper seating of the bearing.

Notice the joint between the head cap and the bearing
housing? A piece of paper should slip in the joint line.
If you cannot slip a piece of paper in and out of
this line all the way around, then it is important to
contact Canica immediately. Gap should be .010
to .060 maximum.

REPLACING FELT SEAL
If your pedestal has a top felt seal replace the felt in the
upper chamber of the head cap, be certain the cham-
ber is clean and free of dirt or foreign material. Put a
light coating of grease on the felt seal all the way around.
A grease labyrinth is used instead of the felt on the
PD1000 pedestal.

Head Cap without felt seal
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Felt seal installed into head cap

Put the new felt into position. The purpose of this felt
seal is to protect and lubricate the seal below. To install
the new felt seal, tap very lightly with a screwdriver all
the way around. It is important that this felt is positioned
equally all the way down to the bottom of the seal cham-
ber. After the seal is in position, fill the chamber with oil.
The purpose of the oil is to saturate the felt, making it
expand for a tight fit to keep out dust and dirt. The oil in
the softened felt will also help to lubricate the seal and
shaft. The grease should be pumped in before the felt
has been installed. If grease is pumped after the felt is
installed the table must be spun or grease could be
pushed back through the seal. Pumping the grease prior
to installing the felt seal also makes certain the grease
ports are aligned in the head cap. Install the hub and
table.

Groove in bearing to assure lubrication hole alignment

Tape keyway to protect seal at installation.

BOTTOM SEAL REPLACEMENT
Remove end screens and belly pan of crusher. Back
off belt tension and remove belts. Remove sheave
and hub from pedestal shaft. Disconnect return line
hose at crusher frame. Remove (4) 3/8” bolts from
felt retainer plate and remove retainer plate and felts.
Remove (8) seal retainer bolts and pull retainer cap
down slowly, not to scar shaft on pedestal housing.
Remove seal from retainer cap by tapping on seal
with a block of wood and hammer. Replace the seal.
Use only National Seal #B370021A. Clean bot-
tom of housing and cap. Place a thin bead of sili-
cone sealer around retainer cap. To reinstall seal
cap, grease inside diameter of seal, place it on shaft,
press slowly into position, then bolt in tightly. Install
the felt and retainer. Check for leaks.

PEDESTAL REMOVAL AND RE-
PLACEMENT
Raise lid and swing out of way. Remove castings on
table. Remove hub cap bolt and cap. Place hub
puller in position and pull hub and table off tapered
shaft. Remove pedestal shroud. Two tapped holes
on top of shroud are located for 3/4” eye bolts.
Clean material away from shroud and pull shroud
straight out. Its weight will hold it in position while in
operation. Remove end screens and belly pan. Back
off belt tension and remove belts. Remove sheave
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and taper lock if required. Remove (8)  bolts which
bolt pedestal to main frame. Disconnect oil line and
grease lines and mark for proper re-connection. Place
1” lifting eye bolt in the hole at the center of the shaft
and lift out. To reassemble, reverse the operation. Af-
ter reassembly, turn on oil system and check return
line for oil flow before reinstalling.

Note:
Rebuilt exchange pedestal assemblies
may be available to you through the
factory or your Canica dealer. Pedestal
drives should not be rebuilt in the field.

Lower cap  installed. RPM rotor being mounted to shaft
using 1/8” shim

RPM housing with felt seal installed

Bolts should be torqued to 1500 ft./lbs
when re-installing pedestal to tunnel.

Lower cap with magnetic pickup housing

Tach/Hourmeter

The Tach/Hourmeter measures the Crusher speed and
running hours. The RPM data is supplied by a mag-
netic pickup. The tach rotor is installed on the pedestal
shaft. A voltage pulse is generated each time a  tooth
passes the end of the magnetic pickup. The Murphy
Hourmeter should be set to 6 pulses per revolution
from the factory. The tach rotor has 6 teeth so the
Hourmeter needs to be programmed to 6 pulses per
revolution. See Murphy specification sheet to change
the setting.
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Pedestal oil line (PD1000)

PD1000 pedestal shown with grease labyrinth.
Top seal is brass and doesn’t require grease (2050/2350)

Bottom of 2050/2350 pedestal

PD 1000 pedestal

2050/2350 pedestal
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2050/2350 PEDESTAL CROSS SECTION

Tach Sensor

Bottom Cap

Lower Lip Seal

O-ring seal

Lower Bearing

Upper Bearing

Top Cap

Top Seal

Pedestal Shaft

Pedestal Housing
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
The oil system for the Canica crusher has a 35 gallon
reservoir. The system is powered by a 2 HP motor,
totally enclosed, fan cooled. The motor turns a hy-
draulic DO 9 pump, which pumps approximately one
and a half gallons per minute.

This oil system has a filler tube with a filter air breather
cap, and one low pressure flow valve to control flow
to the bearings. There is also a spool valve which raises
and lowers the lid. Pull up, lid raises... pull down, lid
lowers.

The oil system has an oil temperature gauge attached
to the side of the oil filter housing. The thermometer
shows oil temperature and level of oil in the reservoir.

On the back side of the oil system is the oil pressure
switch. If the oil pressure becomes too low, it will shut
the crusher off. This adjustable pressure switch is set
to trip off at five pounds. The feed line is a 1/4” hose
going into the pedestal.

OIL HEATER
All new Canica VSI crushers come with oil heaters. It
is a heater with thermostat control. The heater is auto-
matic and is set at 90 degrees F. The crusher will run
about 100-135 degrees at normal operating tempera-
ture. Excessive high temperatures are an indication of
a malfunction. Please call factory for service advice.

HEATER TEMPERATURE ADJUST-
MENT
1. Remove the orange cap that covers the ther-

mostat and adjustment knob.
2. The heater should be set at 90 degrees F.
3. Do not adjust the heater any higher than 150

degrees F.
4. If oil temperature exceeds 150 degrees F.

consult the factory for assistance.

OIL COOLER
The flash point of Canica’s standard oil is 415 degrees
Fahrenheit. The standard operating temperature of the
oil should be about 100 to 135 degrees F. The maxi-
mum temperature the oil can run at is 200 degrees F.
Temperatures above this the oil  begins to oxidize and
the viscosity of the oil begins to break down. The oxi-
dation rate begins to rise dramatically as the tempera-
ture rises. The oxidation rate doubles every 18 degree
F rise in temperature. If operating temperature is above
200 deg F. (from hot feed material) an oil cooler should
be installed.

TACHOMETER/ HOUR METER:
1. To view the elapsed crusher running hours,

push the Enter button on the face of the unit.

HYDRAULIC OIL SYSTEM
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2. This unit is pre-calibrated at the factory, do

not push the up or down arrows at any time.
3. Please consult the factory if the unit is not

running correctly.

OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
When wiring the oil pressure switch, the wires are con-
nected to terminals N/ O and C on the switch. These
contacts are normally open and they will close with
rising pressure. In the event pressure drops below five
PSI, these contacts will open, shutting crusher down.

If a defective oil pressure switch is suspected, then
look at the pressure gauge and see that you have more
than eight pounds of pressure while the oil pump is
running . Remove either wire N/ O or C and put a
continuity checker or ohmmeter across the terminals.
The circuit should be closed . If the circuit is open the
switch is defective.

OIL PRESSURE SWITCH ADJUST-
MENT
The next adjustment is for the oil pressure switch, and
since there is no indicator on the oil pressure switch,
consult factory for proper adjustment.

LOW PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE
Preset not adjustable.

OIL FILTER ASSEMBLY
From the filter there is an oil line running to the oil pres-
sure switch so the switch can sense the pressure leav-
ing the oil filter. The filter body itself has a relief valve.
If the filter becomes clogged, the relief will open and
allow unfiltered oil to circulate through the oil system.
It is recommended that the oil filter be changed about
every 200 hours of operation. Be careful not to allow
contaminants into the oil system when changing filters.

OIL CONTAMINANTS
Foaming is objectionable since it may cause oil starva-
tion. Foaming may occur if the oil level is too high re-
sulting in excessive churning, or the oil is contaminated
with certain types of additives, or when water and de-
bris are present in the oil which is operating at high
temperatures. The low pressure flow valve can create

problems if the oil line is contaminated with dirt or other
foreign matter. If contaminants enter the oil system,
flush system as soon as possible. If there is not enough
oil pressure to raise the lid, dirt in the spool valve is
probably the reason. Most oil system problems are
caused by contaminants, or adjustments that are not
accurate.

OIL TANK LOCATION
Some users of Canica equipment find that they cannot
locate the oil reservoirs near the lid lifter as recom-
mended in the installation instructions.

If this situation occurs, Canica Engineering recom-
mends the following:

Locate the tank at least 12" below the level of the
crusher base ring (floor level).

Do not run the hoses longer than 20'-0".

For hose runs longer than 20'-0” make the return hose
1".  This will reduce friction within the hose and allow
the longer hose run to operate at lower back pressure.
The lid lifter hose and pressure lube hose to the ped-
estal can remain at their original sizes.

Avoid having the return hose (1") run uphill.  This is a
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gravity drain and should not have any high spots in it.
High points could cause an air lock and prevent oil
from returning to the tank.

Check the oil level in the hydraulic tank frequently dur-
ing the first few days of operation to insure oil is not
leaking out of the pedestal.  Once air is ejected during
the initial start-up, the oil level should stabilize.  If you
are required to continuously add oil, there is a leak in
the system and it should be identified and corrected.

If you have any questions regarding the installation of
an oil system, please call our Engineering Department
for technical assistance at 1 (888) 571-8352.

OIL AND FILTERS
Oil (All 20 Weight)
Mobil -MOBILGEAR 626

Union -UNICAL EXTRA DUTY NL-GL-2 EP

Shell -OMALA OIL ISO-68

Chevron -NL GEAR COMPOUND EP-68

Exxon -SPARTON EP-68

Texaco -MEROPA ISO 68 EP

B.P. -GEAR-EP GEAR LUBE 80

ARCO -PENNANT NL-68

CASTROL- ALPA EP-68

Filters
Lenz CP752-1O or CP752-30

Napa 1551

Fram P1653A or P1654A

Hastings P731

ACPF16

Baldwin BT83910 or BT83930

Wix 51551 or 51553

Gresen 1551

Purolator Per 20

IMPORTANT:
CHANGE OIL EVERY 600 HRS. OR 6
MONTHS OF OPERATION WHICH-
EVER COMES FIRST.

Breather line shown (some pedestals do not require
breather line.)
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TOP VIEW OF OIL SYSTEM
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FEED RATE
Optimum performance from a Canica V.S.I. Crusher
occurs when it is continuously and uniformly fed. While
the Canica is rather forgiving of gaps or surges in the
feed, they may have a pronounced effect on the rate of
production, output gradations, interior casting wear
rate, and generally have a negative effect on the Canica
performance.

FEED GRADATION
Canica VSI Crushers are usually used as tertiary crush-
ers, although the Model 125 and 155 can be used in
secondary applications. The VSI crusher is normally
operated in closed circuit with a vibrating screen.
Recirculating some or all of the oversize material, as
production requires, will result in optimum crusher per-
formance. The feed should be free of undersized ma-
terial, and tonnage must be consistent with crusher’s
capacity and available horsepower.

SCREENING
Properly applied, the Canica VSI Crusher is capable
of producing relatively high volumes of material, but
excessive recirculation of already sized product (screen
override) will adversely affect the wear rate of the
crushing chamber, reduce capacity, increase horse-
power required, and affect product gradation. Conse-
quently, carefully reviewing the plant’s screening
capabilities to assure the proper balance with
crusher capacity will help achieve optimum
crusher/system performance.

AIR RECIRCULATION
The design of a Canica VSI Crusher is such that a
large amount of air is blown through the discharge point.
Discharge chutes should be constructed according to
factory recommendations and dust covers installed on
the conveyors for minimum of 15 feet. Conveyors on
all Canica built portable chassis are covered to dis-
charge point unless otherwise specified. Air recircula-
tion systems for Canica units are available from Canica.
Water may be introduced at the feed opening of the
crusher to reduce dust, but doing so can adversely
affect casting wear. If water must be introduced, it is
desirable to do so at the discharge point of the crusher.

SPEED AND WEAR
In the Canica VSI Crusher, the relationship between
the crusher RPM and wear parts are directly related.
The faster the impeller speed, the faster the parts will
wear. The result of faster table rotation is better frac-
ture on single pass products. Always consult Canica
before speed changes to maintain crushing proficiency.
Rotation of all Canica crushers are counterclockwise.
Wrong direction of rotation will result in extensive dam-
age and will void all warranties.

Low feed rate.

Feed rate maximizing anvil life.

ACHIEVING OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE
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ACHIEVING OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE
IMPELLERS & TABLES
For maximum crushing, there are different impellers
and impeller tables available to customers. Contact
Canica for best crushing performance.

Impeller shoes

FEED TUBE
The feed tube assembly in the center of the lid assem-
bly plays a vital role in the overall performance of the
Canica VSI Crusher. It is essential that the feed mate-
rial to the Canica VSI Crusher be properly centered.
Improperly centered feed will result in excessive feed
tube wear, improper material penetration to the impel-
ler table, excessive shoe bracket wear, non symmetri-
cal anvil wear and overall reduced crushing efficiency.
In some cases it may cause bad vibration. See “Feed
Hopper Adjustment” section for proper adjustment.

With inspection doors open, the feed tube can be ob-
served and should be even with the top of the impeller
shoe. This position insures the feed material will achieve
the proper penetration to the revolving impeller as-
sembly. However, some downward adjusting may be
necessary to achieve optimum performance depend-
ing on feed size, capacity, and impeller shoe wear pat-
tern (see impeller shoe section). Upwards adjustment
may also be necessary for models with larger feed size
and maximum tonnage.

Feed tube adjustment should be maintained for maximum
wear life.

Improper feed penetration results from the feed tube
being excessively above the impeller shoe. The result
is inefficient crushing because material overrides the
impeller. Override adversely affects the useful life of
the impeller table, lid liners, feed tube, and impeller
shoes. Therefore, feed tubes improperly maintained
or installed will reduce the internal crusher parts’
life and affect crushing efficiency.

INSPECTION DOOR MODELS 45-
125
Before opening inspection doors, always shut down
crusher and wait until it is no longer rotating! This may
take several minutes because of the momentum of the
impeller table. Access to inspect interior parts hourly
or daily may be done through this door. Simply pull
lock key from pin, knock pin out and lift bar. Strike lid
with hammer and pull out by hand to inspect. Reverse
operation to  close door.
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OIL SYSTEM & HYDRAULICS
Do not run the crusher under any circumstances
without the oil system on. The crusher is highly pro-
tected with pressure shutdowns. If pressure drops
below 5 lbs., the switch will shut off main crusher mo-
tor. Periodically test the pressure shutdown by trying
to start the main motor(s) without the oil system on. If
the motor starts, shut it off immediately! Check
the shutdown circuit. In any of these cases, notify
Canica immediately. Change oil filter with Lenz CP-
752-10 10 micron every 200 hours of operation. When
changing oil, see oil spec sheet.

TRAMP MATERIAL
Metal detectors are strongly advised for safety and
longevity of internal parts. Tramp material such as
bucket teeth, ripper teeth, drill bits, and loose steel are
very damaging to the internal casting and machine com-
ponents. Damage resulting from such materials is not
covered under warranty.

ANVIL RING & ANVIL REMOVAL
To remove anvil ring, remove lid and clear all material
on top of anvil ring. Position chain or cable on lifting
eyes and pull out. Anvil ring is held in by its own weight.
To remove anvils, clean material away from anvil and
loosen for removal. Remove by pulling anvils straight
up. With reversible anvils, turn 180 degrees or if re-
placing with a new one, drop straight in. Close lid and

resume operation.

Anvil puller

SETTING THE VIBRATION DETEC-
TOR
1. Press the reset button located on the oppo-

site side of the wires entering the unit.
2. Locate the red hole plug that is situated just

above electrical wire connector.
3. Remove the red plug to reveal the adjust-

ment screw.
4. We recommend the sensitivity is set to just

stronger than the vibration that occurs at start
up and shutdown.

Vibration detector
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ACHIEVING OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE

(Top left) View contact through window

(Top right) Contact open

(Lower left) Red plug removed exposing adjustment screw

(Lower right) Reset button
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     MODEL      STANDARD ADJUSTMENT  MAXIMUM ADJUSTMENT

           45/1200              Even with impeller   1/2” above

        65/1400 1/2” below impeller 1/2” above

       80/90/100 Even with impeller 1” above
e     2000/2050
           l00S 1/2” below impeller Even with top

    105/125/2350 Even with impeller 1 1/2” above
            2500
       155/3000 Even with impeller 3” above

FEED ENTRY POINT/FEED TUBE
The feed tube assembly in the center of the lid assem-
bly plays a vital role in the overall performance of the
Canica V.S.I. Crusher. It is essential that the feed ma-
terial to the Canica V.S.I. Crusher be properly cen-
tered. Improperly centered feed will result in exces-
sive feed tube wear, improper material penetration to
the impeller table, excessive shoe bracket wear, non-
symmetrical anvil wear, and overall reduced crushing
efficiency. In some cases it may cause bad vibration.

Feed tube too high, causing improper wear

With inspection doors open, the feed tube can be ob-
served and should be even with the top of the impeller
shoe. This position insures the feed material will achieve
the proper penetration to the revolving impeller as-

sembly. However, some downward adjusting may be
necessary to achieve optimum performance depend-
ing on feed size, capacity, and impeller shoe wear pat-
tern (see impeller shoe section). Upwards adjustment
may also be necessary for models with larger feed size
and maximum tonnage.

FEED HOPPER ADJUSTMENT
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New

        A

Uneven wear (feed is off
center)

Proper wear

B

Cut

Upper part or original
tube

Weld with stainless

F
E

C

D

New extension

DIMENSIONS A B C D E F

Models 90/95/100/2000

Model 125/2500

Model 155/3000

Model 105/2050/2350

Model 80/2000

14” 9” 1/2” 5” 14 3/4” 15 3/4”

23” 1/2” 4” 18” 20”27”

16” 1/2” 6” 22” 26”22”

20” 1/2” 5” 17” 19”25”

14 1/2” 1/2” 5” 12 3/8” 13 1/2”19 1/2”

90/95/100/2000
125/2500

105/2050/2350
80/2000

155/3000

MODEL

ER-30 Feed Tube
CA-11 Feed Tube

105-5
Feed Tube

Feed Tube

DESCRIPTION

ER-52
CA-11X

105-5X
8510X

CA-101-C

EXTENSION PART NUMBER
PARTS LIST

FEED TUBE EXTENSION REPLACEMENT
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INSTALLATION AND WELDING
PROCEDURE FOR LOW CHROME
FEED TUBE EXTENSION
1.   Square off bottom edge of feed tube so that

replacement extension can be fitted with no
gaps. Cutting of the existing tube can be
done with a carbon arc. Feed tubes cannot be
cut with oxy/fuel torches.

2.   Add 1/4” bevel around outside of tube if
needed for weld preparation.

3.   Clean up both tube and extension by grinding
off any rust or slag, making sure to keep the
weld area as clean as possible.

4.   Preheat tube and the extension to 100 to 150
degrees before welding.

5.   Run small 1” tack welds in 4 places equally
spaced around tube using 309L16 stainless
welding rod. 308L16 stainless can be used if
the 309L16 is unavailable.

6.   Using the same welding rod, run a root pass
between the tack welds completely around
the outside of the tube.

7.   Run a multi-pass weld around the outside of
the tube to fill up the rest of the weld prep.
Caution: over heating or too large of weld may
cause tube or tube extension to crack.

8.   Rapid cooling of tube weld area may induce
cracks. Use of insulated blankets is recom-
mended.

9.   Grind off any weld that sticks out past the
outer diameter of the tube that might inter-
fere with the tube fitting through the lid.

2050/2350 feed hopper
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WARNING:
ALWAYS LOCK OUT CRUSHER
WHEN SERVICING ANVILS AND
ANVIL RINGS.
The anvil ring is the fixture that holds your anvils in
place. Some anvils are held in place by stobs, others
by a vaulting effect. It slips into the brackets on the
ring. The anvil ring has lifting eyes provided for you.
The easiest way to slip the anvil in place is to set it on
top of the brackets, pull it back, and let it drop into
position. To remove an anvil, lift it from underneath
and it slides up and out. Models with vaulted anvils
require the removal of the entire anvil ring. Place it on
the ground upside down, then drive anvils out. Turn
over and install new ones. Use shims to wedge anvils
set tight. Do not pound on anvil with a steel hammer.
Use a plastic mallet.

   

          STOB STYLE ANVIL RING
NOTE:
One-way or two-way anvils are available for most
models. For your anvil preference, refer to your parts
manual.

REPLACEMENT
Some anvils are designed to rotate to wear two sur-
faces.
1. Wear 50% of first surface.
2. Turn 180 degrees, wear 100% of surface.
3. Turn 180 degrees and complete this surface.

This method gives you the best performance and cost

                  

TWO WAY ANVIL

VAULTED ANVIL

                                           LIFT POCKET

STOB

effectiveness.

The supports on the outside of the anvil ring will rest
on the anvil ring support liners.

When lowering the anvil ring into position, keep it fairly
level to make the operation easier. When you put the
anvil ring in, make sure the pads are all the way down
on the ring support liners. Adjust the ring so the wear
is in the middle of the anvil—Model 100s.

WARNING:
WHENEVER WORKING WITH CASTINGS, BE SURE TO
WEAR GOGGLES OR PROTECTIVE GLASSES.

 ANVIL RING
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ANVIL RING

Part #s
5501

CA-55
105-6

Anvil 1 1/2” above Impeller

CA-17, CA-30,
5510

MODELS 155, 125, 105

ANVIL/IMPELLERS RELATIONSHIPS (STANDARD)
Distances are factory recommended minimums. Consult factory before adjusting the anvil ring outside these settings.

Part #s
95VA

CC2C
CA-2

ER-46

Anvil 3/4” above Impeller

ER-24, ER-50,
ER-60

MODELS 100,  90

Part #s
CA-2

8505 ER-
46 1205

Anvil 1/2” above Impeller

8506, ER-24, ER-
50, ER-60

MODELS 85, 80

Part #s
6509

65-VA

Even

6512

MODEL 65
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Anvil throw distance is a key factor in gradations.

The distance between the tip of the anvil and the tip of
the impeller shoe will have an effect on the gradation
of the material being crushed. By adjusting anvil ring
size and table diameter, the throw distance can be in-
creased or decreased to achieve optimum gradation.
Contact Canica for sample tests.

Vaulted anvil ring

Stob anvil ring
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RAISING LID
Remove all wedges or widgets, turn on oil system and
then pull spool valve handle to raise lid until feed tube
clears main tub. Then rotate lid to left or right. The lid
has a safety bar that bears the weight of the load while
the lid is open. This safety feature assures the lid does
not drop if there is a hydraulic failure. To close lid,
rotate into position and pull spool handle slowly to left,
and lid will close.

Lid resting on safety foot

 IMPORTANT: After lid closes, replace all
wedges and key locks before starting machine.

The lid is equipped with an inspection door for view-
ing into the machine when it is shut down. There are
two bars, which secure the door. Lock pins secure
them. Slip them through the brackets. Each pin has a
retainer to keep it in place. Make sure the retainers
are secure so the pin will not fall out.

Make sure the inspection door is never open while
the machine is running.

Inspection door closed and locked

LID LIFTER ASSEMBLY
See the cross-sectional illustration of the lid lifter as-
sembly for ram maintenance. The single-action hydraulic
ram hose goes through the hole on the side of the crusher
tunnel and connects to the high pressure fitting of the
hydraulic system.

Lid lifter hydraulic hose access cover removed

The two fittings on the lid lifter should be greased about
every five times you lift the lid. These frequent greasing

LID & LID LIFTER
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LID & LID LIFTER
intervals will help keep foreign material out of the lift-
ing arm and will make raising and lowering the lid easier.

LID DUST SEAL
To install the lid seal on the tub, use a half-inch crown
bar rubber and place it on the top section of the main
tub.

Lid locked down on lid dust seal

LIFT ARM/SHAFT RECEPTACLE
The lifting arms and lifter shaft receptacle are welded
to the lid for strength and easy lid removal.

Remove lid retaining bolt to take lid off crusher.

THE LID
Before installing the assembled lid, coat the lifting arm
shaft with grease. You can use any good multipurpose
lubricating grease.

Grease lifting arm shaft before reinstalling lid.

There are four provided lifting points for chains on the
top of the lid. Be sure to use all four points because it
is important for the lid to be level.

Ease the lid down onto the shaft. Make sure the lid
slots line up with the brackets. The lid is held in place
by wedges. Wedge them in tightly with a hammer.
Make sure they are tight, and then slip in the retainer
to keep the wedge in place. Put in all the lid wedges in
the same manner, counterclockwise. Then place the
retainer bolt in the center top of the shaft receptacle.
This locks the lid assembly to the lid lifter shaft.

To replace the lifter bearing, first pack it with grease.
Insert the bearing up into the lid lifter tube from the
bottom. It is important to have the bearing fac-
ing up with the flat plate facing down.

Insert the bearing into the hole. The grease will help it
stay in position. Then lift the hydraulic ram straight in.
When it is in, set it on the ram support bar. Bolt the
hydraulic ram to the support bar. Then bolt the sup-
port bar in place.
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Bearing Guide

Bearing Guide

Piston

Ram Seal Retainer U-Cup Seal

Shaft Wiper Ring

O-Ring
Back-up Ring

Snap Ring

Wear Ring

Wear Ring

ALL MODELS AFTER JANUARY
1992
To remove the lid lifter shaft for maintenance.
1. Remove the lid receptacle retaining bolt.
2. Lift the lid off the crusher. If you cannot

remove the lid assembly from the shaft, use a
puller bolt. The shaft receptacle is provided
with a threaded top cap. Place the bolt in
these threads and by screwing down this will
remove the shaft.

3. After lid is removed, remove the bottom
cover and disconnect the hydraulic hose.

4. Place eye bolt in shaft and pull straight out of
housing.

5. The hydraulic piston is in the bottom portion
of this shaft. See Lid Lifter Assembly for
replacement parts. Simply remove snap ring
and pull out assembly and replace seals.

SEE PARTS PAGES FOR PART NO.S
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LID & LID LIFTER

Feed tube adjustment Model 80

FEED TUBE ASSEMBLY
The feed tube assembly can be installed with the lid in
place. Start by bolting the adjustable sleeve assembly
to the lower feed tube. Then insert the upper feed tube
by dropping it into place. Lift the assembly into posi-
tion. After lowering the feed tube into position, slip the
bolt through the appropriate holes. (These four ad-
justing rods adjust feed tube height.) The best feed
tube position is normally even with the top of the im-
pellers as a starting point. Depending on feed size and
tons per hour through put, you may have to raise or
lower for proper wear on impellers and flow through
the machine. (See chapter on Feed Hopper Adjust-
ment.)

Feed tubes improperly adjusted will reduce crusher
parts’ wear life and crusher efficiency. Feed tube height
can be viewed through inspection door in lid. Before
opening inspection door, shut down machine.

Hopper and feed tube assembly (2050 2350)
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MOUNTING MOTOR
To mount motor, locate motor on mount, (shaft down)
and bolt into place. After mounting motor, install hub
and sheave.

DRIVE BELTS
To install the drive belts, put the belt on one sheave
and then the other. Work them up to the appropriate
groove.

Keep the sheaves adjusted far enough apart so the
belts do not fall off. Adjust the sheave distance with
provided adjuster. It is easier to start the belt on the
sheave underneath the crusher main shaft first. Re-
peat the procedure with all the belts. The belt size
may vary depending on the sheave ratio you use. Some
sheave changes may require installation of new belts.
Tighten to manufacturer specifications. See belt insert.

ADJUSTING THE DRIVE BELTS
To install the bolts which adjust the drive belt tension,
first put the bolts in, then put the nuts on. Make sure
the punch index mark on the nut lines up with the
matching punch mark on the bolt head. This will allow
you to insert the cotter pin later to lock the nut into
place.

After inserting the bolt through the adjuster retaining
bracket, put the nut on, then thread it into the second
nut welded to the bracket on the motor mount. Put in
both the bolts the same way. Make sure they line up
with the nuts on the motor mount brackets. Other-
wise there is a possibility of starting them cross-
threaded.

When the nuts are aligned with the bolt, drop in the
cotter key to lock them in place. The idea of having
the nut pinned to the bolt shaft on the other side of the
bracket is to allow you to adjust the motor mount in
or out. By unscrewing the adjusting bolts you will no-
tice that the cotter-pinned nut pushes against the re-
taining bracket, thus moving the motor towards the
crushing tub. When adjusting the belts, work back
and forth, turning each bolt a little at a time. Turning
one too far could bind the other bolt.

Take two or three turns on each bolt to tighten them

evenly. This tightening draws the motor and mount to-
wards you and also tighten the V-belts.

Check the belts underneath to see they are tight. Now
rotate the motor two or three turns by hand. Then re-
check the belts for tightness and readjust if necessary.
When the belts are tight, tighten the four inside bolts to
secure the motor mount.

Adjusting bolts

BELLY PAN
The belly pan protects the motor, sheaves and belts
from rocks flying up from the conveyor below. Be sure
this screen sits underneath the motor sheave. The pan
slides under the retaining brackets. You will need to
remove this belly pan in order to change sheaves or
belts.

END SCREENS
The end screens are held in place with four bolts. There
are two end screens, one at each end of the crusher
tunnel. The end screens are important safety devices
to keep foreign objects out of the crusher drive sys-
tem.

DRIVE BELTS
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 QD BUSHING SIZE SIZE OF CAP SCREW                     FT- LBS  APPLIED WITH
                TORQUE WRENCH

               JA             10-20                                 5
       SH, SDS, SD             1/4-20                               10
               SK            5/16-18                               20
               SF             3/8-16                               45
                E             1/2-13                               90
                F            9/16-12                             120
                J             5/8-11                             175
                M             3/4-10                             320
                N             7/8-09                             510
                P               1-8                             690

BOLT TORQUE

         Sheave Bushings

    Bolt Size            Machined part Cast part
    Torque   Torque

(inches) (mm)      (ft-lbs)    (ft-lbs)
1/4"-20 6.35         12        6
3/8"-16 9.53         45        23
1/2"-13 12.70         90        58
5/8"-11 15.88         120        75
3/4"-10 19.05         200        150
7/8"-9 22.23         380        290
1"-8 25.40         690        540
1-1/4"-7 31.75         760        690
1-1/2"-6 38.10         1000        800

Cast wear parts are very abrasive-resistant, but are more brittle than milder, softer steels. Cast wear part torque
values are lower than standard torque values. These are general torques values to be used unless specified other-
wise in this manual.

Impeller*
Torque

400
500

(ft-lbs.)
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

*Impeller shoe castings have a helicoil thread which use a lower torque value.
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Model 105 portable plant

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Main power cutoff – master disconnect is on the power
panel.

Lube oil pump controls are found on the front of the
power panel.  Buttons for start and stop are labeled.
This must be started first prior to any attempt to start
the engine.  If the oil pump is not running, the engine
will not crank.

Conveyor and oil heater controls are also found on the
front of the power panel. In cold weather, the oil heater
should be left on all the time – even at night.

STARTING THE CRUSHER
Use the following steps to start the crusher:
1.   Check oil level in lube oil tank.  Top off with

Texaco EP2 or approved equivalent as out-

lined in the Service Manual Hydraulic Oil
System section.

2.   Check oil and water on the engine.
3.    Insure fuel supply is adequate for the run.

There is a dipstick with a “T” handle on the
top of the tank next to the fill port.  Unscrew
the “T” handle and pull out the dipstick to
check.

Dipstick “T” handle next to fill port

Fuel shut-off valve under tank

4.   Insure fuel valve under fuel tank is on.
5.   Turn on electrical disconnect switch.
6.   Turn on oil heater.
7.   Turn on lube oil pump.
8.   Insure “E” stop [red button] on Caterpillar

electrical panel is pulled out to the “Run”
position.

9.   Insure clutch on engine is disengaged.
10. Insure lid on crusher is down and dogged.

DIESEL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
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DIESEL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

“E” Stop red button upper right

11.  Set throttle on engine to low idle position.
12.  Turn on master battery switch, located near

the batteries.
13.  Crank engine until it starts.  Warm up at low

idle.  Observe proper oil pressure, tempera-
tures, and electrical charging, all of which
should be in normal ranges.

14.  Run engine at medium idle and jog the clutch
to engage.  Do not jam clutch in.  Pull in the
clutch lightly just prior to going over center
and let engine take the load.  As the engine
lugs down, release the clutch and let the
engine pick up RPM.  Repeat this approxi-
mately three times to bring the crusher up to
engagement speed without killing the engine.
On the final engagement, pull in the clutch
all the way.  The clutch takes allot of effort
to engage. This is normal.

15.  Turn on the conveyor drive.
16.  The machine is now ready to crush rock.

STOPPING THE CRUSHER
1.   Slow the engine RPM down to an idle.
2.   Release the clutch.
3.   Turn off the lube oil pump after the impeller

table has come to a complete stop.
4.   Turn off the conveyor.
5.   In cold weather, the oil heater should be left

on all the time.

Mechanical clutch

FLUID COUPLING
Fluid couplings are sometimes used in place of me-
chanical clutches. The fluid coupler offers excellent
damping of torsional vibration in the drive train. The
engine will idle with no load when the coupling is drained
of fluid. As the coupling begins to fill, the filling speed
controls the acceleration of the driven machine. When
the coupling is full, the driven machine has reached its
full speed. The fluid coupler provides overload pro-
tection by natural torque limitation.

YELLOW LIGHT FUNCTIONS
The following conditions will cause the yellow light to
come on and the engine to shut down:
1.  Vibration detector tripped on the crusher.
2.  Loss of hydraulic oil flow on the crusher.
3.  Selector switch on crusher in the “lock” or

“on” position.

NOTE: Under these conditions, it is the operator’s
responsibility to turn off the coupling drain valve (dis-
engage crusher) before restarting the engine.

The following conditions will cause the yellow light to
come on and disengage the crusher, but leave the en-
gine running:
1.  Loss of oil pressure in the fluid coupling

system.
2.  Oil over temperature in the fluid coupling

system.
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NOTE: Under these conditions, it is the operator’s
responsibility to turn off the coupling drain valve be-
fore the above situations are remedied.

The following condition will cause the yellow light to
come on, but will leave the engine and the crusher run-
ning:
1.  Filter change alert in the fluid coupling sys-

tem.

SAFETY FEATURES
Lid safety switch – When lid is open, the engine will
not crank, and if the lid is opened while the engine is
running, the engine will shut down.

Low oil pressure – The pedestal requires a constant
flow of oil.  A lube oil pump run from an external elec-
trical source provides this.  If the oil pressure falls be-
low 8 psi, a switch will open  and cause the engine to
shut down.  If the oil pump is not running prior to start,
the engine will not crank.

Emergency stop – If  for any reason the machine must
be shut down  in an emergency, the red button on the
engine control panel can be pushed in and the engine
will immediately shut off.  Do not try to shut engine off
by turning off master switch.  This switch is required to
be on to energize the shutdown circuitry.

LOCKOUT SAFETY
DIESEL ENGINE – Whenever work is to be done
on the crusher, inside the crusher, or on the belt drives,
the engine must be shut down, the master battery switch
should be off, and the key removed and kept in the
possession of the person working on the crusher.

ELECTRICAL – The electrical system should be shut
off and the disconnect switch and the key in the OFF
position.  A padlock should be placed on the discon-
nect switch and the key should be in the possession of
the person working on the crusher.

LID SAFETY – When the lid is raised up, it should be
raised high enough so that the lid safety leg rises above
and rests on the top of the lift tube. Wiring Diagrams
are placed in the door of the electrical panel, and are
also part of this document.

FUEL SAFETY
The fuel tank holds 375 gallons. Cap is a vented cap
made especially for fuel tanks and will accommodate
pressure developed inside the tank when warm air ex-
pands. The cap is also lockable.

Fuel shutoff:  There is a fuel shutoff underneath the
tank.

Backflow check:  There is a back flow check in the
line so that during maintenance, fuel will not flow back
into the tank from the supply hose.  This check valve is
located just downstream of the shutoff valve.

ADJUSTMENT AND REPAIRS
Clutch – Carefully follow the instructions provided by
the clutch manufacturer.  Proper clutch engagement
torque can be checked using a torque wrench on the
shaft end of the clutch handle.  If proper engagement
torque is not maintained, the clutch may experience
premature failure.

Belt tension – The engine is mounted on a plate called
a “Skidplex.”  This allows the primary drive and the
quarter turn drive to be adjusted independently.  When
the quarter turn drive is adjusted, the engine and
jackshaft all move together.

Primary Drive – From engine to jackshaft.  The belt
tension should be carefully checked and tensioned ac-
cording to the factory recommendations as outlined in
the clutch manufacturer’s instructions.  WARNING!:
Tensioning the belts too tight will cause the clutch to
become misaligned from the engine and will cause bear-
ing failure in the clutch. The ideal tension is the lowest
tension at which the belt will not slip under peak load
conditions. Check tension frequently during the first
24-48 hours of run operation.
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DIESEL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Correct belt tension should deflect 1/64”  for every in. of
center distance with approx. 30 lbs. of force.

How to adjust – Loosen the four (4) bolts at each end
of the engine frame and turn the two adjuster screws
on the back of the engine frame adjacent to each side
of the battery box.  Make sure the engine is pulled
back evenly and square by measuring the distance of
the engine frame to the edge of the base plate.

Quarter turn drive – From jackshaft to the crusher.
This belt needs to be very tight.  Loose or flopping
belts will quickly come off the drive sheaves or they
may “hop” a groove and not stay in the proper groove.
Tighten the belts to a point where, during operations,
no slipping or howling is noticed.

How to adjust – Loosen the five (5) bolts – one at
each corner of the skidplex and the 5th bolt near the
corner of the jackshaft output drive sheave.  Turn the
pulling bolts on the forward end of the skidplex to move
the skidplex and jackshaft to the desired position.
When adjustments are complete, retighten the 5 mount-
ing bolts.

Guard removed to check tension
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DIESEL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
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HP REQUIREMENTS

Model 80-90 Model 90-100 Model 105 Model 125 Model 155
FPM 34” FPM 38” FPM 42” FPM 46” FPM 54”
TABLE TABLE TABLE TABLE TABLE

RPM DIAMETER DIAMETER DIAMETER DIAMETER DIAMETER
(MAX) (MAX) (MAX) (MAX) (MAX)

1450 12,905/65.5/100% 14,427/73.3/100%
1350 12,015/61/95% 13,432/68.2/95%
1250 11,125/56.5/85% 12,437/63.2/85%
1150 10,235/52/80% 11,442/58.1/80%
1050 9,345/47.5/70% 10,447/53/70% 11,550/59/100% 12,642/64.2/100%
950 8,455/43/65% 9,452/46/65% 10,450/53/90% 11,438/58.1/90%
850 7,565/38.4/60% 8,457/43/60% 9,350/46/80% 10,234/52/80% 12,016/61/100%
750 6,675/34/50% 7,462/38/50% 8,250/42/70% 9,030/46/70% 10,602/54/90%
650 5.785/29.4/45% 6,467/33/45% 7,150/36/60% 7,826/39.8/60% 9,189/46.8/75%
600 5,023/25.6/40% 5,969/30/40% 6,600/34/57% 7,225/36.8/50% 8,450/43/70%

                        FEET PER MINUTE/METERS PER SECOND/PERCENT OF RPM
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                     #1  7M   8M   9M    10M  11M   12M   13M  14M  15M   (M=1000)
 #2  35.5 40.6 45.7   50.8  55.8   60.9   66.0  71.1  76.2

#1 VELOCITY IN FEET PER MINUTE /#2 METERS PER SECOND

1 HP = 1.14 AMPS 460 VOLT 60 HZ
1 HP= 1.31 AMPS 380 VOLTS 50 HZ

NOTE: KW=HP÷1.341 HP=KWx1.341 1 HP=.746KW

This graph is a guideline only. Horsepower requirements can change with feed size, particle shape,
moisture content, table configuration and which impeller design is being used for application.
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CANICA  MODEL 45/1200

RIM SPEED

2500

2250

2000

1800

1600

1500

   1 1/2 “ 1” 3/4”

12,435/63

 11,192/57

9,948/51

8,954/45

7,959/40

7,461/38

INCHES

FEED SIZE - LONGEST DIMENSION

IMPORTANT: If user should operate machine beyond
recommended limits, it may cause parts breakage, machine
damage, and will void warranty.

®

Feet Per Minute/
Meters Per Second

1/2” 3/8” 1/4”

2750 13,679/70

#4

TABLE RPM VS. FEED SIZE
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CANICA  MODEL 65/1400
TABLE RPM VS. FEED SIZE

RPM RIM SPEED

1800

1650

1500

1350

1200

1000

2”    1 1/2 “ 1” 3/4”

12,252/62

11,231/57

10,210/52

9,189/46

8,168/41

6,806/36

INCHES

FEED SIZE - LONGEST DIMENSION

IMPORTANT: If user should operate machine beyond
recommended limits, it may cause parts breakage, machine
damage, and will void warranty.

®

Feet Per Minute/
Meters Per Second

1/2” 3/8” #4”
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CANICA  MODEL 80/2000

RPM RIM SPEED

1200

1100

1000

900

850

800

3 1/2” 3” 2 1/2” 2” 1 1/2” 1” 3/4”

10,680/54

9,790/50

8,900/45

8,010/41

7,565/38

7,120/36

INCHES

FEED SIZE - LONGEST DIMENSION

IMPORTANT: If user should operate machine beyond
recommended limits, it may cause parts breakage, machine
damage, and will void warranty.

®

Feet Per Minute/
Meters Per Second
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CANICA  MODEL 90/2000

RPM RIM SPEED

1400

1300

1200

1100

1000

900

3 1/2” 3 “ 2 1/2” 2” 1 1/2” 1/16”4”

13,935/70

12,932/65

11,938/60

10,942/55

9,948/50

8,953/45

INCHES

FEED SIZE - LONGEST DIMENSION

IMPORTANT: If user should operate machine beyond
recommended limits, it may cause parts breakage, machine
damage, and will void warranty.

®

TABLE RPM VS. FEED SIZE

Feet Per Minute/
Meters Per Second
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CANICA  MODEL 100

RPM RIM SPEED

1400

1300

1200

1000

900

700

4” 3 “ 2 1/2” 2” 1 1/2” #45”

14,000/73

13,000/67

12,000/60

10,000/51

9,000/45

7,000/35

INCHES

FEED SIZE - LONGEST DIMENSION

IMPORTANT: If user should operate machine beyond
recommended limits, it may cause parts breakage, machine
damage, and will void warranty.

®

Feet Per Minute/
Meters Per Second
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TABLE RPM VS. FEED SIZE

CANICA  MODEL 100S

RPM RIM SPEED

1400

1300

1200

1100

1000

900

2”    1 1/2 “ 1” 3/4”

13,935/70

12,923/65

11,938/60

10,942/55

9,948/50

8,953/45

INCHES

IMPORTANT: If user should operate machine beyond
recommended limits, it may cause parts breakage, machine
damage, and will void warranty.

®

Feet Per Minute/
Meters Per Second

1/2” 3/8” #4”

FEED SIZE - LONGEST DIMENSION
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CANICA  MODEL 105

RPM RIM SPEED

1200

1050

900

750

650

5” 4“ 3” 2” 1”6”

13,200/67

11,550/59

9,900/50

8,250/42

6,600/34

INCHES

FEED SIZE - LONGEST DIMENSION

IMPORTANT: If user should operate machine beyond
recommended limits, it may cause parts breakage, machine
damage, and will void warranty.

®

Feet Per Minute/
Meters Per Second
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CANICA  MODEL 2050/2350

RPM RIM SPEED

1200

1050

900

750

650

5” 4“ 3” 2” 1”6”

13,351/68

11,682/59

10,013/51

8,344/42

7,232/37

INCHES

FEED SIZE - LONGEST DIMENSION

IMPORTANT: If user should operate machine beyond
recommended limits, it may cause parts breakage, machine
damage, and will void warranty.

®

Feet Per Minute/
Meters Per Second
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TABLE RPM VS. FEED SIZE

CANICA  MODEL 125/2500

RPM RIM SPEED

1050

950

850

750

650

5” 4 1/2“ 4” 3” 2”6”

12,642/64

11,438/58

10,234/52

9,030/46

7,826/40

INCHES

FEED SIZE - LONGEST DIMENSION

IMPORTANT: If user should operate machine beyond
recommended limits, it may cause parts breakage, machine
damage, and will void warranty.

®

1/8”

Feet Per Minute/
Meters Per Second
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CANICA  MODEL 155/3000

RPM RIM SPEED

850

750

650

8” 6“ 4” 3” 1”10”

12,016/61

10,602/54

9,187/47

8,450/43

INCHES

FEED SIZE - LONGEST DIMENSION

IMPORTANT: If user should operate machine beyond
recommended limits, it may cause parts breakage, machine
damage, and will void warranty.

®

3/4”

600

Feet Per Minute/
Meters Per Second
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IMPORTANT: When you start the crusher in a new application and the wear
life on the crushing chamber parts are unknown, stop the crusher and check
the wear parts every two to four hours of operation. Maintain these checking
intervals until life of the wear parts has been established. After wear life is estab-
lished, and wear life is more than eight hours, maintain the procedures listed
below. If wear life is shorter than eight hours, maintain this procedure.

Every
8 Hours

Every
40 Hours

Every
200 Hours

Every
600 Hours

1. Check the level of
oil in the oil tank.
(Minimum oil level
1”/25mm from
bottom level.

2. Check oil tempera-
ture. (Maximum
190deg F/88 deg.C)

3. Check for oil flow in
the sight return
gauge.

4. Check oil pressure.
(Minimum 5 psi.)

5. Check for any oil
leaks.

6. Check for proper
feed size.

7. Check for unusual
noises.

8. Check all wear parts
in the crusher cham-
ber for wear and
replace as needed.

9. Lubricate top grease
seal with 24 pumps
of grease. 2.5 cubic
in. of grease. Grease
type should be a
NLGI No. 2 Multi-
purpose grease.

10. Check for loose
fasteners or connec-
tions.

1. Check V-Belts for
tension, wear and
breaks.

2. Check for oil leaks
in both oil lines and
crusher. Pedestal
top and bottom.

3. Check feed tube for
proper adjustment.

4. Check impeller
wear and anvil
wear to confirm
that the feed mate-
rial is going down
the center of the
feed tube. Readjust
if necessary.

1. Change oil filter.
(See oil filter speci-
fications.)

2. Check the lubricat-
ing oil for dirt and
sludge. Change if
necessary.

3. Check for loose
mounting bolts on
the crusher frame.

4. Grease lid lifter
shaft where zerk
fittings are located
on lid lifter shaft
housing. (No specifi-
cations on grease.)

5. Remove and clean
oil tank breather cap
and replace.

Change oil in lubrica-
tion tank. (See oil
specifications.)

        Every
      2000 hrs

1. Remove lid lifter shaft.
Clean and replace the
upper seal.

2. Check wiring connec-
tions at motor boxes.

3. Remove all wear cast-
ings from impeller table
and inspect table for any
stress cracks in table or
impeller brackets. If
cracks are present,
contact the factory for
proper repair proce-
dures.

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE PERIODS
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SPEED CHANGES

Belts & Sheave Sizes
Model 45/1200

Motor RPM of 1800

      1120       5V       13.2”    Depends        5V        10.9”     J     2162             1 to 1.21

      1120       5V       14.0”                              5V       10.9”     J     2293   1 to 1.28

      1150       5V   15.0”                              5V       11.3”     J          2369   1 to 1.33

      1120       5V   15.0”                              5V       10.9”     J     2456             1 to 1.38

      1120       5V   14.0”                              5V       9.75”     J     2563   1 to 1.44

      1120       5V       15.0”                           5V       10.3       J     2600   1 to 1.46

      1120       5V       15.0”                           5V       9.75       J     2746   1 to 1.54

on
Motor

5V
  B

elt
s

5V
 5G

r.

Shea
ve

 D
ia.

Hub
 5V

 5G
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Shea
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 D
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2 7
/8”

 D
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 H
ub
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er 
Ta

ble

RPM
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o

NOTE: Minimum V-belts (5)
Horsepower per belt calculated on motor speed and ratio

Formula to calculate number of belts and grooves per drive

Smallest
Sheave

Dia.

HorsePower
per Belt Dia.

5V 9.75
5V 10.3
5V 10.9
5V 11.3

25
28
30
31

Example:

Motor      125 HP   = 5 Belts

Sheave 5V 9.75    25 HP

HP Motor
HP per Belt

Motor Crusher

Approximate shaft center lines: Maximum 42” Minimum 35” (404/405T frame)

SPEED CHANGES
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Belts & Sheave Sizes
Model 65/1400

Motor RPM of 1800

      1500       5V      10.3”    Depends        5V        14”        J     1287             1.36 to 1

      1500       5V      11.8”                             5V        14”        J     1471    1.l9 to 1

      1500       5V   12.5”                            5V        14”        J           1563    1.l2to 1

      1500       5V   13.2”                            5V        14”        J     1651              1.06 to 1

      1500       5V   13.2”                            5V       13.2”      J     1750    1 to 1

      1500       5V      14.0                         5V       13.2        J     1855    1.06 to l

on
Motor

5V
  B
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 6G
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 D
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 D
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 D
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NOTE: Minimum V-belts (6)
Horsepower per belt calculated on motor speed and ratio

Formula to calculate number of belts and grooves per drive

Smallest
Sheave

Dia.

HorsePower
per Belt Dia.

5V 10.3
5V 11.8
5V 12.5
5V 13.2
5V 14.0

28
32
34
36
39

Example:

Motor      250 HP   = 10 Belts

Sheave 5V 10.3    28 HP

HP Motor
HP per Belt

Motor Crusher

Approximate shaft center lines: Maximum 57” Minimum 53”

SPEED CHANGES
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Belts & Sheave Sizes
Model 80/90/2000

Motor RPM of 1185

     2000       8V        12.5”      Depends       8V       22.4”    4”/100mm    650        1.8 to 1

     2000       8V        15.0”                              8V       22.4”    4”/100mm    750        1.5 to 1

     1900       8V   13.2”                              8V       18.0”     4”/100mm    850       1.37 to 1

     1900       8V   15.0”                              8V       18.0”    4”/100mm    950        1.2 to 1

     1900       8V       16.0”                               8V       18.0”    4”/100mm   1050      1.13 to 1

     2000       8V       18.0”                               8V       18.0”    4”/100mm   1185      1 to 1

     2000       8V   19.0”                              8V       18.0”    4”/100mm   1250     1.05 to 1

     2000       8V   19.0”                              8V       17.0”    4”/100mm   1350      1.12 to 1

     2000       8V   19.0”                              8V       16.0”    4”/100mm   1450     1.18 to 1

on
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 D
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 D
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NOTE: Minimum V-belts (6)
Horsepower per belt calculated on motor speed and ratio

Formula to calculate number of belts and grooves per drive
Smallest

Sheave Dia.
Horsepower per

Belt Dia.
8V 12.5
8V 13.2
8V 15.0
8V 16.0
8V 17.0
8V 18.0
8V 19.0

50
51
63
67
72
77
84

        Example:

Motor 500 HP

Sheave 8V 12.5 50 HP
 = 10 Belts

HP Motor
HP per Belt

Motor Crusher
Approximate shaft center lines: Maximum 76” Minimum 68”
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SPEED CHANGES
Belt & Sheave Sizes

Model 100
Motor RPM of 1185

     2120        8V       12.5”     Depends       8V       22.4”     4”/100mm   650       1.8 to 1

     2120        8V       15.0”                             8V       22.4”     4”/100mm   750       1.5 to 1

     2120        8V   13.2”                             8V       18.0”     4”/100mm   850     1.37 to 1

     2120        8V   15.0”                             8V       18.0”     4”/100mm   950        1.2 to 1

     2120        8V       16.0”                             8V       18.0”     4”/100mm   1050     1.13 to 1

     2120        8V       18.0”                             8V       18.0”     4”/100mm   1185      1 to 1

     2120        8V   19.0”                             8V       18.0”     4”/100mm   1250     1.05 to 1

     2120        8V   19.0”                             8V       17.0”     4”/100mm   1350      1.12 to 1

     2120        8V   19.0”                             8V       16.0”     4”/100mm   1450     1.18 to 1

on
Motor

8V
  B

elt
s

8V
 6G

r.

Shea
ve

 D
ia.

Hub
 8V

 6G
r.

Shea
ve

 D
ia.

Hub

 Ta
ble 

RPM
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o

NOTE: Minimum V-belts (6)
Horsepower per belt calculated on motor speed and ratio

Formula to calculate number of belts and grooves per drive
Smallest

Sheave Dia.
Horsepower per

Belt Dia.
8V 12.5
8V 13.2
8V 15.0
8V 16.0
8V 17.0
8V 18.0
8V 19.0

50
51
63
67
72
77
84

Example:

Motor 500 HP

Sheave 8V 12.5 50 HP
 = 10 Belts

HP Motor
HP per Belt

Motor Crusher

Approximate shaft center lines: Maximum 85” Minimum 75”
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Belt & Sheave Sizes
Model 105

Motor RPM of 1185

     2120        8V       12.5”     Depends        8V       21.2”    4”/100mm   700       1.7 to 1

     2120        8V       13.2”                              8V       21.2”    4”/100mm   750       1.6 to 1

     2120        8V   14.0”                              8V       21.2”    4”/100mm   800     1.5 to 1

     2120        8V   15.0”                              8V       21.2”    4”/100mm   850        1.37 to 1

     2240        8V       18.0”                              8V       21.2”    4”/100mm   950        1.2 to 1

     2240        8V       19.0”                              8V       21.2”    4”/100mm   1050      1.13 to 1

on
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  B
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 D
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 D
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NOTE: Minimum V-belts (8)
Horse power per belt calculated on motor speed and ratio

Formula to calculate number of belts and grooves per drive

Smallest
Sheave Dia.

Horsepower per
Belt Dia.

8V 12.5
8V 13.2
8V 15.0
8V 16.0
8V 17.0
8V 18.0
8V 19.0

50
51
63
67
72
77
84

Example:

          Motor    500 HP

     Sheave 8V 12.5     50 HP
 = 10 Belts

HP Motor
HP per Belt

Motor Crusher

Approximate shaft center lines: Maximum 85” Minimum 75”
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SPEED CHANGES
Belt & Sheave Sizes

Model 2050/2350
Motor RPM of 1185

     2120        8V       12.5”     Depends       8V       22.4”  4.5”/114mm   650       1.8 to 1

     2120        8V       15.0”                             8V       22.4”  4.5”/114mm   750       1.5 to 1

     2120        8V   13.2”                             8V       18.0”  4.5”/114mm   850     1.37 to 1

     2120        8V   15.0”                             8V       18.0”  4.5”/114mm   950        1.2 to 1

     2120        8V       16.0”                             8V       18.0”  4.5”/114mm   1050     1.13 to 1

     2120        8V       18.0”                             8V       18.0”  4.5”/114mm   1185      1 to 1

     2120        8V   19.0”                             8V       18.0”  4.5”/114mm   1250     1.05 to 1

     2120        8V   19.0”                             8V       17.0”  4.5”/114mm   1350      1.12 to 1

     2120        8V   19.0”                             8V       16.0”  4.5”/114mm   1450     1.18 to 1

on
Motor

8V
  B

elt
s

8V
 6G

r.

Shea
ve

 D
ia.

Hub
 8V

 6G
r.

Shea
ve

 D
ia.

Hub
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ble 

RPM
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o

NOTE: Minimum V-belts (6)
Horsepower per belt calculated on motor speed and ratio

Formula to calculate number of belts and grooves per drive
Smallest

Sheave Dia.
Horsepower per

Belt Dia.
8V 12.5
8V 13.2
8V 15.0
8V 16.0
8V 17.0
8V 18.0
8V 19.0

50
51
63
67
72
77
84

Example:

Motor 500 HP

Sheave 8V 12.5 50 HP
 = 10 Belts

HP Motor
HP per Belt

Motor Crusher

Approximate shaft center lines: Maximum 85” Minimum 75”
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Belt & Sheave Sizes
Model 125/2500

Motor RPM of 1185

     2240        8V       12.5”     Depends       8V       22.4”    4”/100mm    650       1.8 to 1

     2240        8V       14.0”                             8V       22.4”    4”/100mm    750       1.6 to 1

     2240        8V   15.0”                             8V       22.4”    4”/100mm    800     1.5 to 1

     2240        8V   15.0”                             8V       21.2”    4”/100mm    850        1.42 to 1

     2240        8V       18.0”                             8V       21.2”    4”/100mm    950        1.2 to 1

     2240        8V       19.0”                             8V       21.2”    4”/100mm   1050      1.13 to 1

on
Motor

8V
  B

elt
s

8V
 8G

r.

Shea
ve

 D
ia.

Hub
 8V

 8G
r.

Shea
ve

 D
ia.

Hub

 Ta
ble 

RPM

Rati
o

NOTE: Minimum V-belts (8)
Horse power per belt calculated on motor speed and ratio

Formula to calculate number of belts and grooves per drive

Smallest
Sheave Dia.

Horsepower per
Belt Dia.

8V 12.5
8V 13.2
8V 15.0
8V 16.0
8V 17.0
8V 18.0
8V 19.0

50
51
63
67
72
77
84

  Example:

      Motor  500 HP

      Sheave 8V 12.5   50 HP
 = 10 Belts

HP Motor
HP per Belt

Motor Crusher

Approximate shaft center lines: Maximum 86 1/2” Minimum 78 1/2”
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SPEED CHANGES

Motor RPM of 1185

     2360        8V       12.5”     Depends       8V       24.8”    4”/100mm    600       2 to 1

     2360        8V       14.0”                             8V       24.8”    4”/100mm    650       1.8 to 1

     2360        8V   15.0”                             8V       24.8”    4”/100mm    750    1.5 to 1

     2360        8V   16.0”                             8V       24.8”    4”/100mm    850       1.37 to 1

on
Motor

8V
  B

elt
s

8V
 8G

r.

Shea
ve

 D
ia.

Hub
 8V

 8G
r.

Shea
ve

 D
ia.

Hub

 Ta
ble 

RPM

Rati
o

NOTE: Minimum V-belts (8)
Horsepower per belt calculated on motor speed and ratio

Formula to calculate number of belts and grooves per drive

Smallest
Sheave Dia.

Horsepower per
Belt Dia.

8V 12.5
8V 13.2
8V 15.0
8V 16.0
8V 17.0
8V 18.0
8V 19.0

50
51
63
67
72
77
84

Example:

     Motor 500 HP

     Sheave 8V 12.5 50 HP
 = 10 Belts

HP Motor
HP per Belt

Motor Crusher

Approximate shaft center lines: Maximum 98” Minimum 86”

Belt & Sheave Sizes
Model 155/3000
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2.   No power to stop/start button.

1.  Power supply is not on.

3.   Pressure shut down.

4.   Motor is burnt out.

5.  Crusher table will not turn. Check feed tube for obstruc-
tion and remove.

Open lid to see if table is
jammed. If so, remove and
check for damage. Table should
move by hand easily.

Check for bearing problems.

A.

B.

C.

6.  V-belts are  off.

Check to see if the pump is op-
erating. If so...

Check for proper pressure.
Minimum 5 psi.

Check oil filter and change if
needed. (Every 200 hours.)

Make sure oil level is to the
proper level in tank.

Check shutdown for proper set-
ting and operation.

Setting: 4 to 5 psi

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Replace motor/motors.A.

Check and replace. (See V-belt
section, Gate: Safety and Prac-
tical Maintenance Tips for V-
belt Drives.

A.

Check control transformer.

Check pressure shut down for
malfunction.

A.

B.

Check in-coming power.

Check fuses on breaker for
failure.

A.

B.
Crusher will not
start

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Cause RemedyTrouble Area

and Observation
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A.    Refer to manual.

Trouble Area and
Observation

Cause Remedy

1.     Refer to manual.Crusher stopping
while in operation

Material hitting lid
while crushing

1.     Material is going over the tops
of  the impellers.

A.    Feed tube is too high.
Readjust to proper setting.

2.     Feed cone grooved, throwing
rock upward.

A.    Replace feed cone and
center feed.

3.     Feed material entering is off
center.

Center feed by:
A.    Adjust belt speed.
B.    Relocate belt or chute.
C.    Make deflection plate.

4.     Feed is too large for model. A.    Reduce feed size.

Material hitting main
lower tub liner

1.      Anvil ring is adjusted too high.
Material is going below anvils.

2.     Bottom section of anvil is
broken off.

A.    Adjust anvil ring so material
hits the center of the anvil.

A.    Replace and check for
tramp metal in system.

B.   Reduce feed size.

1.      Anvil ring is adjusted too low.
Material is going over anvils.

A.    Adjust anvil ring so material
hits the center of the anvil.

2.     Top section of anvil is broken
off.

A.   Replace anvil and check for
tramp metal in system.

B.    Reduce feed size.

3.    Feed is too large. A.    Check for proper feed size
and reduce to factory
recommendations.

4.     Feed tube adjusted too high or
worn.

A.    Readjust feed tube down.
B.    Replace or add extension to

existing tube.

Material hitting up-
per tub, above anvils
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2.  Feed tube too low for tonnage
      passing thru crusher.

1. Bolts not torqued properly.

3. Feed material too large for
model.

1.  Feed tube adjusted too high.

3.  RPM too slow.

Feed tube adjusting
bolts breaking or
loosening

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Cause RemedyTrouble Area and

Observation

4. Excessive vibration.

5. Too much feed in tons per hour.

2.  Feed tube wear.

4.  Feed material too large.

5.  Too much material passing
through the crusher.

A.   Retighten nuts.

A.   Raise feed tube.
B.   Reduce tons per hour.

A.   Reduce feed size.
B.   Contact factory.

A.   Refer to vibration problem
section.

A.   Reduce tons per hour passing
through crusher.

B.   Contact factory.

A.   Readjust.

A.   Readjust or replace.

A.   Check with factory.

A.   Reduce feed size.

A.   Reduce feed tonnage.

A.   Check with factory.

A.   Reduce moisture content.
B.   Increase moisture content.
C.   Add large feed size.

A.   Replace.

6.  Wrong  impeller table for appli-
cation.

7.  Material build-up on anvils.

8.  Anvils are worn out.

To much oversize
material discharging
from crusher
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Cause RemedyTrouble Area and
Observation

Recirculating load is
increasing

Material over flow at
feed

hopper

1.  Screening is inefficient.

2.  Feed tube adjusted too high.

3.  Feed tube worn out.

4.   Anvils worn out.

5.   Anvil ring not adjusted properly.

 6.  Feed size changed.

1. Feed is elongated and too large.

2.  Foreign object in feed tube.

3.  Feed tonnage too much for
power.

A.  Contact screen manufacturer.
B.  Reduce load.
C.  Add large feed size.

A.  Readjust.

A.   Replace.
B.    Add extention.

A.   Replace.
B.    Stagger: new and old.

A.    Readjust anvil ring so wear is
in center of anvil.

A.    Check crusher prior to
Canica for proper sizing.

A.    Check feed and readjust
crusher before Canica.

A.    Remove.

A.    Reduce tons per hour
through-put.
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Cause RemedyTrouble Area and
Observation

1.  Impellers not the same
weight when installed.

2.  Uneven wear on impellers.

3.  Uneven wear on feed cone.

4.  Uneven wear on edge liners
or breakage.

5.  Too large of rock or foreign
matter stuck between
impellers.

6.  Machine not level.

7.  V-belt drive system failure.

A. Check weight of impeller and
install sets with all castings
weighing within .4 pounds of
each other for complete set.

A. Check feed system and make
sure the feed is going down
the tube dead center.
If feed is not centered then feed
tube will have uneven wear also.

A. Replace with new.
B. Center feed material in feed tube.

A. Replace.
B. If breakage, replace and look for

large rock or tramp metal in circuit.

A. Stop machine and remove foreign
matter.

B. Check feed size chart for model
size.

A. Relevel the unit.

A. Remove dirt build-up inside
diameter of sheaves.

B. Tighten V-belts.
C. Check for sheave breakage and

replace.
D. Check to see if balance weight on

sheave came off and replace
sheave if necessary.

E. Make sure all belts are the same
length.

Vibration
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Cause RemedyTrouble Area and

Observation

8.  Hub/Flywheel loose on shaft.

9.  Procedure for isolating vibration.

A.  Re-tighten hub cap bolt and
contact factory.

A. Stop unit.
B. Check sheaves for dirt build-

up. Start unit and check.
C. Remove impeller set, feed

cone, and table liners.
D. Close lid. Restart. If still vibrat-

ing, stop unit.
E. Remove table from hub/

flywheel. Close lid and restart.
If still vibrating, stop unit.

F. For units with edge liners on
hub/flywheel, remove hub/
flywheel. Close lid and restart.
(Note: For those units with
edge liners on table, disregard
this step.) If still vibrating, stop
unit.

G.   Remove V-belts from motors
and start each motor and check
motors for vibration. If none,
then the pedestal is the prob-
lem. Contact factory or dis-
tributor.

 Vibration (cont.)
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Cause RemedyTrouble Area and
Observation

  A. Cracks on table
plate or impeller
brackets.

Impeller Tables

B. Impeller pins
coming out while
in operation. All
models except 125
and 155.

Impeller bolt loos-
ening or breaking.
Models 125 and
155.

C.

1. RPM too high for feed size.

1. Improper pins.

2. Table bracket not
perpendicular to table plate.

3. Not using Canica factory parts.

1. Not tightening properly.

2. RPM too high for feed size.

A. Reduce RPM. Consult
factory. Check feed vs. RPM
graph for model.

B. Reduce feed size. Consult
factory.

A. Use factory supplied pins only.

A. If table is new, contact factory
for replacement.

B. If old and bent, replace with
new factory table.

A. Contact Canica factory.
B. Use only authorized Canica

replacement castings and
tables.

A. (125) CA-17 impeller 400 ft.
lbs.

B. (155) 5510 impeller 500 ft. lbs.

A. Reduce RPM
B. Reduce feed size.
C. Check feed size vs. RPM  chart

for model size.
D. Contact factory.
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Cause RemedyTrouble Area and

Observation
Impeller Tables (cont.)

D.  Impeller will not fit
  bracket

V-belt drive problems

Casting Breakage

NOTE: 98% of all cast-
ing breakage caused
by #1 through #6

Less than 2% caused
by casting defects

1. Foreign matter in fixture
hole.

2. Casting too large for hole.

3. Table liner or feed cone not
fitting properly.

4. Non-factory parts.

1. Feed size too large.

2. Tramp metal.

3. R.P.M. too fast for feed
size.

4. Wrong part number for
application.

5. Parts worn too far before
replacement.

6. Castings not fitting  properly.

A.  Clean area.

A. Replace with other casting and
return problem part.

A. Clean and replace.

A. Contact factory.
B. Only use Canica authorized re-

placement castings.

REFER TO GATES V-BELT
TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
IN THIS MANUAL.

A. Check feed vs. r.p.m. chart for
model size.

A. Install metal dectector or magnet.

A. Check feed vs. r.p.m. chart for
model size.

B. Reduce r.p.m.

A. Consult factory.

A. Replace sooner.
B. Check casting wear patterns in

casting wear diagram section.

A. Clean all surfaces before placing
new castings in position.

B. Use only Canica factory authorized
parts.
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Cause RemedyTrouble Area and
Observation

A. Oil related prob-
lems

Oil overheating
over 190 Deg F /
88 Deg C

B.Oil low in sight
gauge

C. Oil in V-belt
drive

1. Oil level low in tank.

2 . Lack of oil flow to bearing.

3. Ambient temperature over
104F/40C, viscosity break-
down.

4. Pedestal assembly not properly
assembled.

5. Wrong bearing retainer in
bearing. (If customer replaced.)

1. Lower seal leaking.

2. Upper seal leaking.

3. Hoses on fittings are leaking.

A. Refill and check for leaks.

A. Check oil pressure: 5 to 75 psi
required.

B. Replace oil filter.
C. Replace relief valve.
D. Replace oil pump.
E. Check input line for flow.
F. Check return line for flow.

Minimum flow: 1.5 pints per
minute.

A. Replace 20 wt. hydraulic oil
with 30 wt. hydraulic oil.

B. Consult factory.

A. Consult factory.

A. Contact factory.

SEE HYDRAULIC OIL SYSTEM.

A.  Check and replace with factory
authorized parts only.

A.  Check and replace with factory
authorized parts.

A.  Check and replace with factory
authorized parts.
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Cause RemedyTrouble Area and

Observation

Oil-Related Problems
(cont.)

D. Oil flinging upper
end of pedestal

E. No oil flow to bear-
ings

F. Oil will not return
to oil tank

1. Seal failure.

1. Oil pump not operating.

2. Oil pick up pipe not working
properly.

3. Pressure relief valve stuck
(open).

4. Obstruction in oil feed line to
top bearing.

5. Pump motor not turning
properly. Required r.p.m.:
1750 to 1475.

1. Oil will not flow to pedestal.

2. Obstruction in return lines.

A. Replace upper seal with recom-
mended seals noted in this manual.

A. Check electric motor.
B. Check motor to pump coupling.
C. Replace pump.

A. Drain oil and remove inspection
door.

B. Check to see if pipe is connected
to pump pick-up.

C. Check for clogged pipe.
D. Check for build-up of contami-

nants in bottom of tank and clean.

A. Tap relief valve with hammer. It
may relieve itself.

B. Replace valve.

A. Check flow to top bearing and
replace as necessary.

A. Check for low voltage.
B. Check for proper HZ.

A. Refer to Hydraulic oil system
chapter.

A. Replace or clean oil line.
B. Clear possible silicon sealant from

oil outlet at pedestal bottom cap.
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Cause RemedyTrouble Area and
Observation

Oil related problems
(cont.)

G. Grease not flowing to
upper seal system

Lid lifter system

A. Oil leakage

B. Lid will not raise

1. Broken fitting at pedestal.
2. Obstruction in feed line.
3. Top bearing cap will not

position properly.

4. O-ring seal damaged or not
installed.

5. Seal ring out of position.

6. Bad zerk fitting.

1. Loose or broken fitting at
cylinder.

2. Worn cylinder seals.

1. Wedges or widgets not re-
moved.

2. Low oil pressure to cylinder.

3. Some models have #16 Rego
needle valves. Valve is in the
closed position.

4. Dirt in shaft housing.

5. Metro valve not operating.

A. Replace and check flow.
A. Replace.
A. Reposition.
B. Contact factory.

A. Remove upper bearing cap and
install new o-ring.

A. Contact factory.

A. Replace.

A. Replace.

A. Replace.
B. See lid lifter cylinder drawings

for part numbers.
A. All must be removed or dam-

age may occur on shaft or may
bend lid.

A. Readjust pressure to cylinder
on the metro control valve.
Minimum psi: 2000
Maximum psi: 2500. Consult
factory for adjusting.

A. Make sure needle valve is open
for operation.

B. In some cases, you may re-
move needle valve and connect
oil line directly. Contact factory
before proceeding to this step.
Must have factory approval.

A. Pull shaft assembly and clean.
Replace seals and grease.

A. Replace valve or contact
factory for instructions.
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Cause RemedyTrouble Area and

Observation

Lid lifter system
problems (cont.)

C. Lid will not descend
and close

1. Needle valve closed.

2. Dirt in shaft housing.

3. Metro valve not operating.

A. Open Needle valve.

A. See Lid Lifter section.

A. Replace valve or contact
factory for instructions.



Installation & Maintenance of
V-Belt Drives

A L T R A  I N D U S T R I A L  M O T I O N



TB Wood’s is an industry leading designer and manufacturer 
of mechanical power transmission equipment for industrial 
control. Our mechanical product lines include: clutch and 
brake, synchronous and belted variable speed drives; grid, 
disc, jaw, gear coupling and elastomeric coupling products; 
sheaves and bushings. Registered trademarks include Sure-
Flex®, Dura-Flex®, G-Flex®, and QT Bushings®.

TB Wood’s was founded in 1857 and began as a foundry 
producing wood burning stoves. Our company’s tradition of 
product innovation started early. Wood’s entered the power 
transmission industry at the turn of the century with the 
introduction of flat belted drives and line shafting. 

In April 2007, TB Wood’s was purchased by Altra Holdings, Inc. 
This acquisition placed TB Wood’s as part of a larger company 
with complementary products to help grow the business. Altra is a leading multinational designer, producer 

and marketer of a wide range of mechanical power 
transmission products. We sell our products in over 
70 countries throughout the world. Our products are 

frequently used in critical applications, such as 
fail-safe brakes for elevators, wheelchairs and 

forklifts, and in high-volume manufacturing 
processes, where the reliability and accuracy of 
our products are critical in both avoiding costly 
down time and enhancing the overall efficiency 
of manufacturing operations. 

Our products are marketed under a variety of 
well recognized and established manufacturing 

brand names. These leading brands are 
Ameridrives, Boston Gear, Warner Electric, 

Formsprag Clutch, TB Wood's Incorporated, 
Industrial Clutch, Kilian Manufacturing, Marland Clutch, 

Nuttall Gear, Stieber Clutch, Twiflex Ltd, Huco Dynatork, 
Bibby Turboflex, Matrix International, Inertia Dynamics, 
Delroyd Worm Gear, Warner Linear, Wichita Clutch and 
Lamiflex Couplings. 

Visit us on the web at

tbwoods.com
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The V-Belt Drive is industry’s most popular 
means of power transmission. It is easy 
to select, simple to install, and will provide 
years of reliable performance. Even 
when misapplied, improperly installed or 
completely ignored, the V-Belt Drive will 
usually deliver some kind of performance. 
However, with proper installation and 
maintenance, many years of operating 
efficiency can be added to the life span 
of the V-Belt Drive. It is hoped that the 
information contained herein will help you 
receive the greatest possible value from 
your V-Belts and sheaves, and will help you 
receive a full measure of performance from 
industry’s dominant drive.
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Inspection and Maintenance
V-Drive Inspection and Maintenance Procedures

Well designed and properly installed V-belt drives are 
without question the most reliable, trouble free means 
of power transmission available In general, except for an 
occasional retensioning, they will run year in and year out 
without maintenance. 

However, some do require periodic inspection and 
maintenance, both while the drive is running and while it 
is stationary. 

Inspection while running
A noisy V-belt drive is like a person with a fever. Both 
need attention. 

V-drive noise can be caused by the slapping of belts 
against the drive guard or other obstruction. Check for 
an improperly installed guard, loose belts or excessive 
vibration. Squealing of belts as a drive is started or while 
it is running is usually caused by a poorly tensioned drive 
and/or by a build-up of foreign material in the sheave 
grooves. But it can also be caused by oil or grease 
between the belt and the sheave groove. 

If necessary, remove the belt guard and watch the drive 
while it is running under load. (Caution: Observe only; 
stand clear of the running drive!) Much can be learned 
by watching the action of the slack side of the drive. 
Each variation in the driven load causes a corresponding 
change in the tension of the slack side of the belt. 
During across-the-line starts or suddenly applied loads 
while running, the sag on the slack side of the drive will 
increase. If the sag under these conditions is excessive, 
tension should be increased. 

Any vibration in a system will cause the slack side of the 
belts to dance up and down. Excessive vibration= will also 
induce a vibration in the tight side of the drive. The cause 
of the vibration should be determined and corrected. 

If a  set of belts is perfectly matched, all belts will have the 
same amount of sag. However, perfection is a rare thing 
and there will usually exist some difference in sag from 
belt to belt. It is more important to look at the tight side of 
the drive to be sure that all of the belts are running tight. 
If one or more belts are running loose, the drive needs to 
be retensioned, or the belts replaced with a matched set. 

The above conditions could also be caused by uneven 
wear of the grooves in the sheave. These should be 
checked with sheave grooves gages. 

Inspect sheaves often
Keep all sheave grooves smooth and uniform. Burrs and 
rough spots along the sheave rim can damage belts. 
Dust,oil and other foreign matter can lead to pitting 
and rust and should be avoided as much as possible. If 
sheave sidewalls are permitted to “dish out,” as shown in 
the picture on page 2, the bottom “shoulder” ruins belts 
quickly by chewing off their bottom corners. Also, the 
belt’s wedging action is reduced and it loses its gripping 
power. 

A shiny groove bottom indicates that either the sheave, 
the belt or both are badly worn and the belt is bottoming 
in the groove. 

Badly worn grooves cause one or more belts to ride lower 
than the rest of the belts, and the effect is the same as 
with mismatched belts. This is called ”differential driving.” 
The belts riding high in the grooves travel faster than the 
belts riding low. In a drive under proper tension, a sure 
sign of differential driving is when one or several belts on 
the tight side are slack. 

Check alignment of drive. Sheaves that are not aligned 
properly cause excessive belt and sheave wear. When 
the shafts are not parallel, belts on one side are drawn 
tighter and pull more than their share of the load. These 
overloaded belts wear out faster, reducing the service 
life of the entire set. If the misalignment is between 
the sheaves themselves, belts will enter and leave the 
groove at an angle, causing excessive cover and sheave 
wear and premature failure. See page 10 for complete 
information on drive alignment.
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Inspection and Maintenance
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Belts and Sheave Gages
Belts and sheave groove gage sets are available from 
your Wood’s distributor. 

You can use them to determine the proper belt section 
by trying the old belt in the various gages until a proper 
fit is obtained. The cross section of the Classical or 
Narrow belt can be read from the gage.

To check sheave grooves for wear, simply select the 
proper gage and template for the sheave diameter; then 
insert the gage in the groove until the rim of the gage 
butts against the outside diameter of the sheave flange. 
Worn grooves will show up as illustrated below. If more 
than 1/32 inch of wear can be seen, poor V-belt life may 
be expected.

Check Belt Fit
Classical V-belts should ride in standard sheave 
grooves so that the top surface of the belt is just above 
the highest point of the sheave. In A-B combination 
grooves, an A section belt will ride slightly low in the 
groove, while a B belt will be in the normal position. In 
special deep groove sheaves, belts will ride below the 
top of the sheave. 

Narrow belts are purposely designed so that the top 
of the belt will ride above the O.D. of the sheave. The 
tensile cords are located in the belt so that they ride 
almost at the O.D. of the sheave. This simplifies sheave 
identification and drive calculations. 

No matter which V-belt section the sheave is grooved 
for, the belts should never be allowed to bottom in 
the groove. This will cause the belt to lose it wedging 
action, to slip and/or burn. Sheaves worn to the point 
where they allow a belt to bottom should be replaced 
immediately.

V-Drive Inspection and Maintenance Procedures
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Inspection and Maintenance

Loosley-held string snaps easily,
taut string can stand a strong pull.

Keep Belts Clean
Dirt and grease reduce belt life. Belts should be wiped 
with a dry cloth occasionally to remove any build-up of 
foreign material. If the belts have been splattered with 
grease and/or oil, clean them with methyl chloroform or 
soap and water. Inflammable cleaners such as gasoline 
are to be avoided as a matter of safety. 

Although all Wood’s V-belts are of oil resistant 
construction, an occasional cleaning will help to prolong 
their life. 

Under no circumstances is the use of belt dressing 
recommended on a V-belt. The remedial effect is only 
temporary. It is much better to keep the belts and 
grooves of the drive clean.

Use Belt Guards
Belt guards protect personnel and the drive itself. They 
should definitely be used in abrasive atmospheres to 
protect the drive from sand, metal chips and other 
foreign matter. But they should be ventilated to avoid 
excessive heat. 

Check them periodically for damage and for loose or 
missing mounting bolts. These could cause the belts to 
come in contact with the guard and cause failure. 

Guards alone will generally protect belts from abrasion. 
But where abrasive materials are common — in rock 
processing machinery, grinders, foundries, etc. — drives 
should be inspected frequently for excessive belt and 
groove wear.

Check your Hot Bearings
When the drive has been stopped for inspection, check 
the bearings to make sure they are not running hot. 
If they are, it could be due to improper lubrication or 
improper drive tension. Hot bearings can be caused by 
belts that are either too tight or too loose. Check the 
tension carefully using the instructions furnished.

If the belts are slipping on your drive, retension the drive. 
Never use belt dressing to correct slipping belts.

Maintain Proper Belt Tension
Maintaining correct tension is the most important rule of 
V-belt care. It will give the belts 50% to 100% longer life. 

Belts that are too loose will slip, causing excessive 
belt and sheave wear. V-belts that sag too much are 
snapped tight suddenly when the motor start or when 
peak loads occur. That snapping action can actually 
break the belts, because the added stress is more 
than the belt was designed to take. This can be clearly 
demonstrated with a piece of string, as illustrated.

V-Drive Inspection and Maintenance Procedures
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Belt Selection
Selecting the Correct Belts

Selecting the Correct Belts
All the work and experience that goes into designing 
a V-belt drive is wasted if the specified belts are not 
used or the number of belts is changed. Over-belting is 
wasteful. Under-belting is even more expensive in the 
long run, because overloaded belts wear out faster. 

V-belts are identified for size according to industry 
standards. A combination of letters and numbers 
indicates the width across the top of the belt (often 
referred to as “cross section”) and the belt length. 
Classical belts come in five widths: A, B, C, D, and E; 
while Narrow belts are made in three widths: 3V, 5V, and 
8V. In addition, there are the Light Duty 2L, 3L, 4L, and 
5L belts. If you are not sure which to use, measure the 
top width of the old belts carefully, or use Wood’s gages 
described previously. 

Be careful in measuring V-belts. The top widths of 
the B and 5V belts are very close; however, the 5V 
is considerably thicker, and the groove angles of the 
sheaves are different. Do not attempt to use these belts 
interchangeably. The 4L and 5L Light  Duty belts are 
also very close in size to the A and B belts. But again, 
groove angles may be different. Light Duty belts should 
not be used on heavy-duty drives. 

The belt number C270 indicates a belt with a nominal 
7/8” top width and a nominal length of 270”. Its pitch 
length is 270.9”. These should be ordered as: CP270 
Classical belts. (The “P” is for Wood’s Premium 
construction.) 

The number 5VX1250 indicates a narrow belt with a 
nominal 5/8” top width and an effective outside length 
of 125”. These belts should be ordered as follows: 
5VX1250 Narrow belts. (The “X” identifies cogged 
construction belts.) 

The number 4L550 indicates a Light Duty fractional 
horsepower belt having a nominal top width of 1/2” 
and a nominal outside length of 55”. Light Duty belts 
are available for general purpose applications; specify 
4L550 Light Duty. It is designed to have little or no 
stretch and will require few take-ups during its life.

To assure maximum V-belt life, follow the minimum 
recommended pitch and sheave diameters for belts 
established by Mechanical Power Transmission 
Association and Rubber Manufacturers Association 
standards.

AP/AX 3VX

BP/BX

5V-5VX

CP/CX

8V-8VX

DP

EP

1/2”

5/16”

3/8”

21/64”

21/32”

13/32”
5/8”

35/64”

7/8”

17/32”

1”

7/8”1 1/4”

3/4”

1 1/2”

29/32”

 Classical Narrow
 Belts Belts
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Belt Selection

All Belts “ORS”
At one time it was necessary to order special belts for 
various types of environments. All Wood’s belts are of 
“ORS” construction, meaning they are heat resistant, oil 
resistant and static conducting. 

By heat resistant, we mean these belts will operate well 
in ambient temperatures up to 140°F. They may be 
operated at higher temperatures, but there would be a 
reduction in service life. In general, short belts develop 
higher internal temperatures than long belts. They are 
usually subjected to more flexures per minute and are 
frequently found on totally-enclosed drives where there 
is little or no air circulation. 

Oil resistance is a matter of degree. It varies with the 
amount of contact with oil, whether it is continuous or 
intermittent immersion, exposure to an atmospheric 
mist or an occasional spattering. A great many 
chemicals, particularly petroleum derivatives, can cause 
deterioration. All Narrow, Classical and Light Duty belts 
will withstand nominal exposure to oil and grease, but 
they are not 100% oilproof. 

For maximum performance from belts in oily 
atmospheres, they should be guarded as much as 

practical against excessive amounts of oil and should 
be periodically cleaned with methyl chloroform. Oil and 
grease on belts and sheaves will tend to lubricate the 
drive and reduce the traction of the belt, even though 
they may not actually harm the belts themselves. 
However, since the friction factor is reduced, belts 
must be operated at abnormal tensions, and their life is 
shortened. 

Belt failure caused by oil is obvious and easy to detect. 
The most apparent sign is the build-up of a black, 
soft substance that can be wiped off when the belt 
is rubbed. Another sign is a softening and swelling of 
the belt to the point where it no longer fits the sheave 
groove properly. 

Like oil resistance, resistance to ozone is a matter of 
degree. Narrow, Classical and Light Duty belts are 
resistant to normal amounts of ozone in the atmosphere. 
However, high concentrations such as found around 
arc welding equipment can cause rubber to harden and 
crack. It is because of ozone that belts should never be 
stored in direct sunlight. 

Belts intended for operation in potentially dangerous 
atmospheres are constructed with a relatively low 
electrical resistance characteristic and referred to as 
“static conducting”. All Narrow, Classical and Light Duty 
belts meet the following requirements. 

In the standard method of measuring a belt’s electrical 
resistivity, two 5/8” diameter flat contacts are placed 
81/2” apart on centers, moistened with water and 
pressed against the belt with a force of 121/2 lbs. 
The resistance “conductivity” between the contacts is 
measured with an ohmmeter operating at a potential 
of 500 volts and having an accuracy range from 0 to 
10 megohms. Experience has demonstrated that the 
dissipation provided by belts having a resistance of 6 
megohms or less “when new and measured as above” 
is satisfactory for operation in hazardous atmospheres.

Classical 
Belt Selection

Minimum* 
Pitch Diameter

A 3.0”
AX 2.2”
B 5.4”

BX 4.0”
C 9.0”

CX 6.8”
D 13.0”

*Not applicable to Light Duty Belts

Narrow
Belt Selection

Minimum
Sheave Diameter

3V 2.65”

3VX 2.2”

5V 7.1”

5VX 4.4”

8V 12.5”
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Belt Selection

Explosive Atmospheres
Belts on drives in hazardous atmospheres should be 
kept reasonably free of encrusted accumulations of non 
conducting materials. In addition, all elements of the 
drive must be interconnected and grounded to earth as 
illustrated below.

Although we know of no explosion caused by static 
generated by a V-belt drive, we cannot accept 
responsibility beyond that of furnishing belts within the 
above described limits.

Store Belts Properly
V-belts should be stored in a cool, dry place out 
of direct sunlight. They should be kept away from 
ozoneproducing equipment such as arc welders and 
high voltage apparatus. Temperature should be below 
85°F, relative humidity below 70%. If belts are stored in 
piles, the piles should be kept small to avoid excessive 
weight which could distort the bottom belts. When belts 
are stored in boxes, the box size should be limited. 
Ideally, belts should be hung on saddle type pegs. With 
proper storage, belt quality will not change significantly 
within eight years. 

Assuming good storage practices, a decrease in service 
life of approximately 10% per year of storage beyond 
eight years can be expected. From a norm of eight 
years storage life at 85°, it is estimated that the storage 
limit should be reduced by half for each 15° increase 
in temperature. A significant increase in humidity may 
cause a fungus to form on belts, but any effect on the 
performance on the belt would be very slight.

Proper V-drive installation in explosive atmospheres
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Safety Tips

No matter where rotating machines are located or by 
what means they are driven, there is always a chance 
of personal injury unless they are installed and operated 
under safe conditions. It is with this thought uppermost 
in our minds that is manual is written.

Guard all Drives Properly

All regulating agencies such as OSHA, State 
Departments of Labor and Industry, insurance firms and 
other safety authorities either recommend or insist on 
drive guards. We, also, strongly recommend that every 
V-belt drive be completely guarded. Do not be lulled into 
a sense of security by a temporary or makeshift guard.  
 
Of course, provision can and should be made for proper 
ventilation and inspection by the use of grills, inspection 
doors and removable panels. But the guard should have 
no gap where workers can reach inside and become 
caught in the drive. Besides being a safety asset, a good 
guard helps make maintenance easier by protecting the 
drive from weather and foreign objects.

Check Safe Speed Limits

Safe speed limits for sheaves manufactured by TB 
Wood’s Incorporated have been established by a 
rigorous burst testing program. The limit for cast 
iron sheaves has been established at 6500 fpm; the 
maximum speed in rpm corresponding to 6500 fpm is 
either cast or stamped on each sheave. 

Before installing the drive, this safe speed limit should 
be checked against the speed of the shaft on which it is 
being installed. Operating sheaves above recommended 
speeds could result in serious damage to equipment 
and/or serious personal injury.

Safe speed is cast into the arm of Wood’s sheaves.

Burst testing. Results of centrifugal force are clearly 
shown in these broken “D”-groove sheaves. The pattern 
of breakage is typical. The rim breaks away from the 
arms, arms break from hub and the hub shatters 
through its bolt holes. With the force in several hundred 
thousand pounds, it all happens in a split second.
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Drive Installation
Sure-Grip® Sheaves and Brushing Installation Instructions

Wood’s Sure-Grip bushings are the most widely used, 
tapered, QD-type and have exceptional holding power 
that eliminates wobble. Standard and reverse mounting 
features provide greater adaptability. Sure-Grip bushings 
can be used interchangeably in many of Wood’s 
products as well as those of other manufacturers.

To Install:

IMPORTANT: DO NOT USE LUBRICANTS IN THIS 
INSTALLATION

Before beginning, make sure the correct size 
andquantity of parts are available for the installation. The 
bushing has been manufactured to accept a setscrew 
over the key and its use is optional. It is packaged with 
the hardware on sizes SH to M and loosely installed in 
the bushing on sizes N to S. 

1. Inspect the tapered bore of the sheave and the 
tapered surface of the bushing. Any paint, dirt, oil or 
grease MUST be removed.

2. Select the type of mounting (See Fig. 1 or 2) that best 
suits your application.

3. STANDARD MOUNTING: Install shaft key. (Note: If 
key was furnished with bushing, you must use that 
key.) Install bushing on clean shaft, flange end first. 
If bushing will not freely slide on the shaft, insert a 
screwdriver or similar object into the flange sawcut to 
act as a wedge to open the bushing’s bore. Caution: 
Excessive wedging will split the bushing. If using 
the setscrew, tighten it just enough to prevent the 
bushing from sliding on the shaft. Caution: Do not 
over tighten setscrew! Slide sheave into position on 
bushing aligning the drilled holes in the sheave with 
the tapped holes in the bushing flange. (Note: Install 
M thru S bushings so that the two tapped holes in the 
sheave are located as far away as possible from the 
bushing’s sawcut.) Loosenly thread the capscrews 
with lockwashers into the assembly. 

 DO NOT USE LUBRICANT ON THE 
CAPSCREWS!

4. REVERSE MOUNTING: With large end of the taper 
out, slide sheave onto shaft as far as possible. Install 
shaft key. (See shaft key note in #3 above.) Install 
bushing onto shaft so tapered end will mate with 
sheave. (See wedging note in #3 above.) If using the 

setscrew, tighten it enough to prevent the bushing 
from sliding on the shaft. Caution: Do not tighten 
setscrew! Pull the sheave up on the bushing, 
aligning the drilled holes in the bushing flange with 
the tapped holes in the sheave. Loosely thread the 
capscrews with lockwashers into the assembly. 

 DO NOT USE LUBRICANT ON THE 
CAPSCREWS!

5. Using a torque wrench, tighten all capscrews evenly 
and progressively in rotation to the torque value in 
Table. There must be a gap between the bushing 
flange and sheave hub when installation is complete. 

 DO NOT OVER TORQUE! DO NOT ATTEMPT TO 
CLOSE GAP BETWEEN BUSHING FLANGE AND 
SHEAVE HUB!

Standard Mounting
Fig. 1

Reverse Mounting
Fig. 2
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Drive Installation

To Remove:

1. Relieve drive tension by shortening the center 
distance between driver and driven sheaves.

2. Lift off belts.

3. Loosen and remove cap screws. If the bushings have 
keyway setscrews, loosen them.

4. As shown below, insert cap screws (three in JA 
through J bushings, two in QT and M thru W 
bushings and four in S bushing) in tapped removal 
holes and progressively tighten each one until mating 
part is loose on bushing. (Exception: If mating part is 
installed with cap screws heads next to motor, with 
insufficient room to insert screws in tapped holes, 
loosen cap screws and use wedge between bushing 
flange and mating part.)

5. Remove mating part from bushing, and if necessary, 
bushing from shaft.

Sure-Grip Bushing Screw Tightening Information

Tapered 
Bushing

Size & Thread 
of Cap Screw

Ft.-Lbs. To 
Apply with 

Torque Wrench
QT 1/4 - 20 9
JA No. 10 - 24 5

SH-SDS-SD 1/4 - 20 9
SK 5/16 - 18 15
SF 3/8 - 16 30

E 1/2 - 13 60
F 9/16 - 12 110
J 5/8 - 11 135
M 3/4 - 10 225
N 7/8 - 9 300

P 1 - 8 450
W 1 1/8 - 7 600
S 1 1/4 - 7 750

CAUTION: The tightening force on the screws is 
multiplied many times by the wedging action of the 

tapered surface. If extreme tightening force is applied, 
or if a lubricant is used, bursting pressures will be 

created in the hub of the mating part.
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Drive Installation

Check Alignment

Although alignment is not as critical in V-belt drives as 
in others, proper alignment is essential to long belt and 
sheave life. 

First, make sure that drive shafts are parallel. The most 
common causes of misalignment are non-parallel shafts 
and improperly located sheaves. Where shafts are not 
parallel, belts on one side are drawn tighter and pull 
more than their share of the load. As a result, these belts 
wear out faster, requiring the entire set to be replaced 
before it has given maximum service. If misalignment is 
in the sheave, belts will enter and leave the grooves at 
an angle, causing excessive belt cover and sheave wear.

Shaft alignment can be checked by measuring the 
distance between the shafts at three or more locations. 
If the distances are equal, then the shafts will be parallel.

To check the location of the sheaves on the shafts, a 
straightedge or a piece of string can be used. If the 
sheaves are properly lined up, the string will touch 
them at the points indicated by the arrows in the 
accompanying sketch. Rotating each sheave a half 
revolution will determine whether the sheave is wobbly 
or the drive shaft is bent. Correct any misalignment. 

With sheaves aligned, tighten cap screws evenly and 
progressively. Apply the recommended torque to cap 
screws as listed in table on page 9. NOTE: There should 
be 1/8” to 1/4” gap between the mating part hub and 
the bushing flange. If the gap is closed, the shaft is 
seriously undersize.

Cord Touching Sheaves at Points  
Indicated by Arrows

Cord Tied to Shaft
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Drive Installation

Install Belts

Shorten the center distance between the driven and the 
driver sheave so the belts can be put on without the use 
of force.

While the belts are still loose on the drive, rotate the 
drive until all the slack is on one side. Then increase the 
center distance until the belts are snug. The drive is now 
ready for tensioning.

NOTE: Never “roll” or “pry” the belts into the sheave 
grooves. This can damage the belt cords and lead to 
belt turnover, short life or actual breakage. Moreover, it is 
both difficult and unsafe to install belts this way. 

Keep takeup rails, motor base or other means of center 
distance adjustment free of dirt, rust and grit. Lubricate 
adjusting screws and slide rails from time to time.

When belts are forced 
into the sheave with a 
screwdriver or other 
wedge, the outer fabric 
is often ruptured and 
cords broken.

It is well worth the time 
to move the driver unit 
forward so V-belts can 
be slipped easily into the 
sheave groove without 
damage.

Center Distance Allowance for Installation and Take-Up (Inches)
Narrow Belt

Belt 
Length

For Installation (Subtract) For Take-Up (Add)
3VX & 3V 3V Banded 5VX & 5V 5V Banded 8VX & 8V 8V Banded All Cross Sections

250 thru 475
500 thru 710

750 thru 1060

0.5
0.8
0.8

1.2
1.4
1.4

-
1.0
1.0

-
-

1.5

-
2.1
2.1

-
-

3.4

1.0
1.2
1.5

1120 thru 1250
1320 thru 1700

1800 thru 20000

0.8
0.8
-

1.4
1.4
-

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.5
1.5
1.8

2.1
2.1
2.1

3.4
3.4
3.6

1.8
2.2
2.5

2120 thru 2360
2500 thru 2650
2800 thru 3000

-
-
-

-
-
-

1.2
1.2
1.2

1.8
1.8
1.8

2.4
2.4
2.4

3.6
3.6
3.6

3.0
3.2
3.5

3150 thru 3550
3750

4000 thru 5000

-
-
-

-
-
-

1.2
-
-

2.0
2.0
2.0

2.4
-
-

4.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4.5
5.5

Classical Belts

Belt 
Length 

Designation

For Installation (Subtract) For Take-Up (Add)

AX & AP BX & BP BX & BP 
Banded CX & CP CX & CP 

Banded DX & DP DX & DP 
Banded All Cross Sections

21 thru 35
36 thru 55
56 thru 85

0.8
0.8
0.8

1.0
1.0
1.2

1.5
1.5
1.6

-
1.5
1.5

-
2.0
2.0

-
-
-

-
-
-

1.0
1.5
2.0

86 thru 112
116 thru 144
148 thru 180

1.0
1.0
-

1.2
1.3
1.3

1.6
1.8
1.8

1.5
1.5
2.0

2.0
2.1
2.2

-
2.0
2.0

-
2.9
3.0

2.5
3.0
3.5

191 thru 210
225 thru 240
255 thru 300

-
-
-

1.5
1.5
1.5

1.9
2.0
2.2

2.0
2.0
2.0

2.3
2.5
2.5

2.0
2.5
2.5

3.2
3.2
3.5

4.0
4.5
5.0

315 thru 390
420 and Over

-
-

-
-

-
-

2.0
2.5

2.7
2.9

2.5
3.0

3.6
4.1

6.0
1.5% of belt length
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Tensioning the Drive

Tensioning V-Belt Drives

Without exception, the most important factor in the 
successful operation of a V-belt drive is proper belt-
tensioning. To achieve the long, trouble free service 
associated with V-belt drives, belt tension must be 
sufficient to overcome slipping under maximum peak 
load. This could be either at start or during the work 
cycle. The amount of peak load will vary depending 
upon the character of the driven machine or drive 
system. To increase total tension, merely increase the 
center distance. Before attempting to tension any drive 
it is imperative that the sheaves be properly installed 
and aligned. If a V-belt slips it is too loose. Add to the 
tension by increasing the center distance. Never apply 
belt dressing as this will damage the belt and cause 
early failure.

General Method

The general method for tensioning V-belts should satisfy
most drive requirements.

Step 1: Reduce the center distance so that the belts 
may be placed over the sheaves and in the 
grooves without forcing them over the sides of 
the grooves. Arrange the belts so that both the 
top and bottom spans have about the same 
sag. Apply tension to the belts by increasing 
the center distance until the belts are snug. See 
figure 1.

Step 2: Operate the drive a few minutes to seat the belts 
in the sheave grooves. Observe the operation 
of the drive under its highest load condition 
(usually starting). A slight bowing of the slack 
side of the drive indicates proper tension. If the 
slack side remains taut during the peak load, the 
drive is too tight. Excessive bowing or slippage 
indicates insufficient tension. If the belts squeal 
as the motor comes on or at some subsequent 
peak load, they are not tight enough to deliver 
the torque demanded by the drive machine. The 
drive should be stopped and the belts tightened.

Step 3: Check the tension on a new drive frequently 
during the first day by observing the slack side 
span. After a few days of operation the belts will 
seat themselves in the sheave grooves and it 
may become necessary to readjust so that the 
drive again shows a slight bow in the slack.

Too Loose

Too Tight

Slight Bow

Figure 1
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Tensioning the Drive
Force Deflection Method

This method should be used only for tensioning drives 
on which the grade of belt, rated belt capacity, service 
factor, design horsepower, etc. are known. 

Step 1: Install belts per Step 1 of General Method. 
Measure span length (t) in inches as shown in 
figure 2, or calculate using formula. 

Step 2: From figure 2 the deflection height (h) is always 
1/64” per inch of span length (t). For example, 
a 32” span length would require a deflection of 
32/64” or 1/2”.

Step 3: Determine the minimum, maximum, and initial 
recommended pounds force using table 1 or 
calculate based on the required Static Strand 
Tension (Ts). Note: The initial recommended 
force is used only for installing new belts which 
have not seated themselves into the sheave 
grooves and where initial belt stretch has not 
taken place.

Step 4: Using a spring scale, apply a perpendicular 
force to any ONE of the belts at the mid point 
of the span as shown in figure 2. Compare this 
deflection force with the values found in Step 3.

  a. If the deflection force is below the
  minimum, the belts are too loose and the
  tension should be increased by increasing the
  center distance.

  b. If the deflection force is higher than the
  maximum, the belts are too tight and the 

 tension should be decreased. 

When new V-belts are installed on a drive the INITIAL 
tension will drop rapidly during the first few hours. 
Check tension frequently during the first 24 hours of 
operation. Subsequent retensioning should fall between 
the minimum and maximum force.  
 
To determine the deflection distance from normal 
position, use a straightedge or stretch a cord from 
sheave to sheave to use as a reference line. On multiple-
belt drives an adjacent undeflected belt can be used as 
a reference.

Figure 2

Span Length, t
Deflection Force

D

*h

d

C

where t = Span length, inches
 C = Center Distance, inches
 D = Larger sheave diameter, inches
 d = Smaller sheave diameter, inches

* Deflection height
  h = 1/64” per inch of span

t =       C2 - (        )2 D - d
2

h = t
64
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Tensioning the Drive
Belt Elongation Method

Minimum deflection force values shown in Table 1 are 
based on assumed average static tensions for drives 
having multiple belts or more than one V-band, thus 
eliminating calculations. (For drives using only one belt or 
one V-band, deflection force must be determined by use 
of engineering formulas.) 

Find the minimum recommended deflection force for 
the belt section and type based upon the small sheave 
diameter, speed and drive ratio. For intermediate sheave 
diameters and/or drive ratio combinations the minimum 
deflection force may be interpolated. 

For Narrow Band, Classical Band and Classical Cog 
Band belts multiply the minimum deflection force from 
Table 1 by the number of belts in the band. Where 
larger values make use of the Force Deflection Method 
impractical, use the Elongation Method to tension 
V-bands.

Belt 
Selection

Small Sheave Drive Ratio

Speed 
Range Dia. 1.0 1.5 2.0 4.0 &

Over

3V

1200-3600
1200-3600
1200-3600
1200-3600
1200-3600

2.65
3.65
4.75
5.60
6.90

2.0
2.8
3.8
4.2
4.6

2.4
3.6
4.2
4.6
5.0

2.6
3.8
4.4
4.8
5.2

3.0
4.2
4.8
5.4
5.6

5V
900-1800
900-1800
900-1800
700-1200

7.1
9.0
14.0
21.2

8.5
10.0
12.0
14.0

9.5
11.0
13.0
15.0

10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0

11.0
13.0
15.0
17.0

8V

900-1800
900-1800
700-1500
700-1200
400-1000

12.5
14.0
17.0
21.2
24.8

18.0
21.0
24.0
28.0
31.0

21.0
23.0
26.0
30.0
32.0

23.0
24.0
28.0
32.0
34.0

25.0
28.0
30.0
34.0
36.0

3VX

1200-3600
1200-3600
1200-3600
1200-3600
1200-3600
1200-3600

2.20
2.50
3.00
4.12
5.30
6.9

2.2
2.6
3.1
3.9
4.6
5.0

2.5
2.9
3.5
4.3
4.9
5.4

2.7
3.1
3.7
4.5
5.1
5.6

3.0
3.6
4.2
5.1
5.7
6.2

5VX

1200-3600
1200-3600
1200-3600
1200-3600
900-1800
900-1800

4.4
5.2
6.3
7.1
9.0
14.0

6.5
8.0
9.5
10.0
12.0
14.0

7.6
9.0
10.0
11.0
13.0
15.0

8.0
9.5
11.0
12.0
14.0
16.0

9.0
10.0
12.0
13.0
15.0
17.0

AP
1800-3600
1800-3600
1800-3600
1800-3600

3.0
4.0
5.0
7.0

2.0
2.6
3.0
3.5

2.3
2.8
3.3
3.7

2.4
3.0
3.4
3.8

2.6
3.3
3.7
4.3

BP
1200-1800
1200-1800
1200-1800
1200-1800

4.6
5.0
6.0
8.0

3.7
4.1
4.8
5.7

4.3
4.6
5.3
6.2

4.5
4.8
5.5
6.4

5.0
5.6
6.3
7.2

CP
900-1800
900-1800
900-1800
700-1500

7.0
9.0
12.0
16.0

6.5
8.0
10.0
12.0

7.0
9.0
11.0
13.0

8.0
10.0
12.0
13.0

9.0
11.0
13.0
14.0

DP
900-1500
900-1500
700-1200
700-1200

12.0
15.0
18.0
22.0

13.0
16.0
19.0
22.0

15.0
18.0
21.0
23.0

16.0
19.0
22.0
24.0

17.0
21.0
24.0
26.0

AX
1800-3600
1800-3600
1800-3600
1800-3600

3.0
4.0
5.0
7.0

2.5
3.3
3.7
4.3

2.8
3.6
4.1
4.6

3.0
3.8
4.3
4.8

3.3
4.2
4.6
5.3

BX
1200-1800
1200-1800
1200-1800
1200-1800

4.6
5.0
6.0
8.0

5.2
5.4
6.0
6.6

5.8
6.0
6.4
7.1

6.0
6.3
6.7
7.5

6.9
7.1
7.7
8.2

CX
900-1800
900-1800
900-1800
700-1500

7.0
9.0
12.0
16.0

10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0

11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0

12.0
13.0
13.0
14.0

13.0
14.0
14.0
15.0

DX
900-1500
900-1500
700-1200
700-1200

12.0
15.0
18.0
22.0

16.0
19.0
22.0
25.0

18.0
21.0
24.0
27.0

19.0
22.0
25.0
28.0

20.0
24.0
27.0
30.0

MAXIMUM Deflection Force = Minimum times 1.5
INITIAL Deflection Force = Minimum time; 2.0

D-d
C

Arc
Contact
Degree

Factor

Ac K

0.000
0.025
0.050
0.075
0.100

180
179
177
176
174

1.000
0.997
0.994
0.990
0.987

24.750
24.883
25.019
25.158
25.300

0.125
0.150
0.175
0.200
0.225

173
171
170
169
167

0.983
0.980
0.977
0.973
0.969

25.444
25.591
25.742
25.896
26.053

0.250
0.275
0.300
0.325
0.350

166
164
163
161
160

0.966
0.962
0.958
0.954
0.951

26.213
26.377
26.545
26.717
26.892

0.375
0.400
0.425
0.450
0.475

158
157
155
154
153

0.947
0.943
0.939
0.935
0.930

27.072
27.257
27.445
27.639
27.837

0.500
0.525
0.550
0.575
0.600

151
150
148
147
145

0.926
0.922
0.917
0.913
0.908

28.040
28.249
28.463
28.684
28.910

0.625
0.650
0.675
0.700
0.725

144
142
141
139
137

0.904
0.899
0.894
0.889
0.884

29.142
29.381
29.627
29.881
30.142

D-d
C

Arc
Contact
Degree

Factor

Ac K

0.750
0.775
0.800
0.825
0.850

136
134
133
131
130

0.879
0.874
0.869
0.864
0.858

30.411
30.388
30.975
31.270
31.576

0.875
0.900
0.925
0.950
0.975

128
127
125
123
122

0.852
0.847
0.841
0.835
0.829

31.892
32.219
32.558
32.909
33.273

1.000
1.025
1.050
1.075
1.100

120
118
117
115
113

0.823
0.816
0.810
0.803
0.796

33.652
34.045
34.454
34.879
35.323

1.125
1.150
1.175
1.200
1.225

112
110
108
106
104

0.789
0.782
0.774
0.767
0.759

35.786
36.270
36.777
37.307
37.864

1.250
1.275
1.300
1.325
1.350

103
101
99
97
95

0.751
0.742
0.734
0.725
0.716

38.448
39.064
39.713
40.398
41.123

1.375
1.400
1.425

93
91
89

0.706
0.697
0.687

41.892
42.709
43.580

Table 2
K Factors and Arc of Contact

Table 1
Recommended Minimum Force per Belt
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Tensioning the Drive
Force Deflection Engineering Formulas

For a more precise method, or where a V-drive 
combination is not within specified limits, table 1, use 
the following engineering formulas to determine force 
deflection values. 

Step 1: Determine Span Length (t) and Deflection Height 
(h). Reference figure 2.

Step 2: Calculate the Static Strand Tension (Ts).

Step 3: Calculate the recommended Deflection Forces 
(P) for drives using multiple belts or more than 
one V-band.

Note:  For drives using only one belt or one V-band, 
and at least one shaft free to rotate, use the 
following to determine the recommended 
Deflection Forces (P).

Ts =                 +
K  X  DHP

N X S
MS2

2

P Minimum = 

P Maximum =

P Initial = 1.33 times P maximum

Ts + Y
16

1.5 (Ts) + Y
16

Explanation of Symbols
Ac = Arch of contact - smaller sheave, degrees
C  = Center Distance, inches
D = Large sheave pitch diameter, inches
d = Smaller sheave pitch diameter, inches
DHP = Design horsepower based upon the
    recommended application service factor
h = Deflection height, inches (Refer. figure 2)
K = Value from table 2 depending on D - d
      C
 or K = 16.5   2.5 - Ac
           Ac
L = Belt length, inches
M = Centrifugal constant table 3
N = Number of belts or V-band ribs
P = Deflection force, pounds
S = Belt speed, FPM/1000
t = Span length, inches (Refer. figure 2)
Y = Belt constant table 3

P Minimum = P Maximum = P Initial = 1.33 times P maximum
Ts = Y (    )

16

t
L 1.5 (Ts) + Y (    )

16

t
L

Factors
Narrow Narrow Cog Classical Classical Cog

3V 4V 8V 3VX 5VX AP BP CP DP EP AX BX CX DX
M

Single Belts .46 1.23 3.28 .39 1.08 .66 1.08 1.98 3.74 5.85 .61 1.00 1.78 3.97

M V-Band .51 1.32 3.80 - - - 1.40 2.33 4.29 6.26 - 1.28 2.10 4.56
Y 4.0 12.00 22.00 7.0 20.0 6.0 9.0 16.0 30.00 45.00 7.0 10.00 28.00 82.00

Table 3
Belt Constants M & Y
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Tensioning the Drive
Belt Elongation Method

This method is recommended for V-band drives where larger deflecting forces make the use of previously described 
methods impractical.

Elongation is related to the tension causing it; thus, tape measured V-band lengths, both slack and tight, can be used to 
obtain proper V-band tension.

Step 1: Decrease the center distance until the V-band(s can be easily slipped into the sheave grooves. Forcing the belts 
on can damage the load-carrying cords and cause premature belt failure.

Step 2: With the V-band(s) still on the drive at NO tension, measure the outside circumference (slack O.C.) of the bands. 
Note: If retensioning a used drive, decrease the center distance until there is no tension on the band(s), then 
measure the outside circumference (slack O.C.) of the band(s).

Step 3: Determine the required Static Tension (Ts) per individual rib strand using the following formula.

Step 4: Find a range of recommended tensions.  
Lower Tension = Ts  
Upper Tension = 1.5 times Ts

Step 5: Calculate minimum and maximum elongated band lengths for use in tensioning the drive.
 
 a. From table 4, find length multipliers corresponding to the lower and upper Ts values in Step 4 above.

 b. Multiply the slack O.C. found in Step 2 by the length multipliers to find the minimum and maximum elongated 
band lengths.

Step 6: Increase the drive center distance until a tape measurement of the band(s) O.C. is between the two values 
calculated for elongated band length in Step 5b.

Step 7: Retension as required. New V-bands may lose tension rapidly during the run-in period and will probably require 
retensioning. V-bands that have been on a drive for some time may also require retensioning due to tension decay 
from normal use and wear.

Ts =                 +
K  X  DHP

N X S
MS2

2
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Tensioning the Drive

Ts
 PER 

Strand
(lbs)

Narrow Band Classical Band Classical Cog Band

Cross Section

3V
5V 8V BP CP

DP
BX All 
Sizes

CX All 
Sizes

DX All 
Sizes5V1700 

& Under
5V1800 
& Over

8V1700 
& Under

8V1800 
& Over

BP144 
& Under

Over
BP144

CP144 
& Under

Over 
CP144

10
12
14
16
18

1.00186
1.00220
1.00254
1.00288
1.00320

1.00056
1.00068
1.00079
1.00090
1.00101

1.00001
1.00097
1.00113
1.00129
1.00144

1.00013
1.00016
1.00019
1.00021
1.00024

1.00010
1.00012
1.00014
1.00016
1.00018

1.00113
1.00135
1.00157
1.00178
1.00199

1.00141
1.00168
1.00194
1.00220
1.00246

1.00029
1.00035
1.00041
1.00046
1.00052

1.00052
1.00062
1.00072
1.00082
1.00092

1.00013
1.00016
1.00019
1.00021
1.00024

1.00082
1.00098
1.00114
1.00129
1.00145

1.00027
1.00032
1.00038
1.00043
1.00048

1.00013
1.00016
1.00019
1.00021
1.00024

20
24
28
32
36

1.00352
1.00414
1.00472
1.00520
1.00556

1.00112
1.00133
1.00155
1.00176
1.00197

1.00159
1.00190
1.00219
1.00249
1.00277

1.00027
1.00032
1.00037
1.00043
1.00048

1.00020
1.00024
1.00029
1.00033
1.00037

1.00220
1.00261
1.00301
1.00339
1.00377

1.00271
1.00320
1.00368
1.00414
1.00458

1.00058
1.00069
1.00081
1.00092
1.00104

1.00102
1.00122
1.00141
1.00161
1.00180

1.00027
1.00033
1.00038
1.00044
1.00050

1.00160
1.00191
1.00220
1.00250
1.00278

1.00054
1.00065
1.00075
1.00086
1.00097

1.00027
1.00032
1.00038
1.00043
1.00059

40
45
50
55
60

1.00588
1.00625
1.00659
1.00691
1.00722

1.00217
1.00243
1.00268
1.00293
1.00317

1.00305
1.00340
1.00374
1.00406
1.00438

1.00054
1.0060
1.00067
1.00074
1.00081

1.00042
1.00047
1.00053
1.00058
1.00064

1.00413
1.00458
1.00500
1.00528
1.00553

1.00500
1.00529
1.00553
1.00574
1.00591

1.00115
1.00129
1.00144
1.00158
1.00172

1.00199
1.00222
1.00246
1.00268
1.00291

1.00056
1.00063
1.00071
1.00078
1.00086

1.00306
1.00341
1.00374
1.00407
1.00439

1.00107
1.00121
1.00134
1.00147
1.00161

1.00054
1.00061
1.00068
1.00075
1.00081

65
70
75
80
85

1.00754
1.00787
1.00822
1.00861
1.00903

1.00341
1.00365
1.00389
1.00412
1.00434

1.00470
1.00500
1.00523
1.00545
1.00566

1.00088
1.00095
1.00101
1.00108
1.00115

1.00070
1.00076
1.00082
1.00088
1.00094

1.00576
1.00596
1.00614
1.00631
1.00646

1.00606
1.00620
1.00632
1.00644
1.00656

1.00186
1.00200
1.00214
1.00228
1.00242

1.00313
1.00335
1.00357
1.00378
1.00399

1.00094
1.00102
1.00110
1.00118
1.00127

1.00470
1.00500
1.00522
1.00543
1.00563

1.00174
1.00187
1.00200
1.0213
1.00227

1.00088
1.00095
1.00102
1.00109
1.00116

90
95

100
120
140

1.00949
1.01000
1.01056
1.01333
1.01692

1.00456
1.00478
1.00500
1.00561
1.00617

1.00586
1.00606
1.00625
1.00696
1.00765

1.00122
1.00129
1.00136
1.00164
1.00192

1.00100
1.00106
1.00113
1.00139
1.00166

1.00659
1.00672
1.00684
1.00727
1.00771

1.00668
1.00682
1.00697
1.00780
1.00912

1.00256
1.00270
1.00284
1.00339
1.00393

1.00420
1.00441
1.00461
1.00528
1.00579

1.00135
1.00144
1.00152
1.00188
1.00226

1.00581
1.00599
1.00616
1.00679
1.00736

1.00240
1.00253
1.00266
1.00319
1.00371

1.00123
1.00130
1.00137
1.00166
1.00195

160
180
200
240
280

1.02081
1.02385
1.02655
1.03118
1.03579

1.00672
1.00728
1.00707
1.00921
1.01088

1.00836
1.00913
1.01000
1.01213
1.01524

1.00220
1.00249
1.00277
1.00335
1.00395

1.00194
1.00223
1.00254
1.00319
1.00389

1.00827
1.00902
1.01000
1.01279
1.01663

1.01104
1.01357
1.01718
1.02268
1.02737

1.00447
1.00500
1.00534
1.00607
1.00692

1.00627
1.00675
1.00724
1.00832
1.00963

1.00265
1.00306
1.00349
1.00440
1.00542

1.00793
1.00854
1.00922
1.01090
1.01313

1.00423
1.00474
1.00525
1.00625
1.00724

1.00224
1.00253
1.00283
1.00343
1.00405

320
360
400
450
500

1.04070
1.04671
1.05308

1.01292
1.01562
1.01826
1.02179
1.02558

1.01834
1.02162
1.02526
1.03056
1.03643

1.00454
1.00515
1.00575
1.00652
1.00732

1.00461
1.00543
1.00631
1.00744
1.00859

1.02088
1.02423
1.02708
1.03072
1.03425

1.03275
1.03853
1.04393
1.05000

1.00797
1.00926
1.01081
1.01311
1.01610

1.01124
1.01317
1.01580
1.01877
1.02186

1.00656
1.00771
1.00886
1.01028
1.01164

1.01590
1.01925
1.02229
1.02625
1.03000

1.00824
1.00924
1.01026
1.01156
1.01292

1.00468
1.00532
1.00598
1.00683
1.00768

550
600
650
700
750

1.02927
1.03286
1.03632
1.03967
1.04310

1.04200
1.04642
1.05000

1.00813
1.00896
1.00982
1.01071
1.01163

1.00976
1.01094
1.01213
1.01331
1.01449

1.03781
1.04158
1.04567
1.05000

1.01888
1.02169
1.02449
1.02718
1.03000

1.02500
1.02813
1.03123
1.03426
1.03719

1.01293
1.01413
1.01524
1.01625
1.01718

1.03354
1.03685
1.04000
1.04333
1.04667

1.01435
1.01557
1.01729
1.01919
1.02126

1.00856
1.00946
1.01037
1.01130
1.01224

800
850
900
950
1000

0.04655
0.05000

1.01257
1.01354
1.01454
1.01561
1.01667

1.01571
1.01689
1.01887
1.01927
1.02049

1.03282
1.03563
1.03838
1.04101
1.04345

1.04000
1.04268
1.04524
1.04768
1.05000

1.01802
1.01833
1.01936
1.02044
1.02156

1.05000

1.02372
1.02607
1.02840
1.03068
1.03209

1.01320
1.01418
1.01518
1.01619
1.01717

Table 4
Length Multipliers for Tensioning Banded Belts
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Trouble Shooting V-Belts
How to Spot V-Belt Trouble

Trouble Cause To Correct

Belt Slip
   (Sidewalls Glazed) Not enough tension. Replace belts; apply proper tension.

Drive Squeals Shock load Apply proper tension.
 Not enough arch of contact. Increase center distance.
 Heavy starting load. Increase tension.

Belt Turned Over Broken cord caused by prying sheave. Replace set of belts correctly.
 Overloaded drive. Redesign drive.
 Impulse loads. Apply proper tension.
 Misalignment of sheave and shaft. Realign drive.
 Worn sheave grooves. Replace sheaves.
 Flat idler sheave. Align idler: Reposition on slack of the drive 
  close to drive sheave.
 Excessive belt vibration. Check drive design. Check equipment for
  solid mounting. Consider use of band belts.

Mismatched Belts New belts installed with old belts. Replace in matched set only.
 Sheaves grooves worn unevenly. Replace sheaves.
    Improper groove angle. Give
    appearance of mismatched belts. 
 Sheave shafts not parallel. Align Drive.
    Give appearance of mismatched belts.

Belt Breaks Shock loads. Apply proper tension; Recheck drive.
 Heavy starting loads. Apply proper tension; Recheck drive.
     Use compensator starting.
 Belt pried over sheaves. Replace set of belts correctly.
 Foreign objects in drive. Provide drive shroud.

Belt wears rapidly Sheave grooves worn. Replace sheaves.
 Sheave diameter too small. Redesign drive.
 Mismatched belts. Replace with matched belts.
 Drive overload. Redesign drive.
 Belt slips. Increase tension.
 Sheaves misaligned. Align sheaves.
 Oil or hear condition. Eliminate oil. Ventilate drive.
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Trouble Shooting V-Belts
How to Diagnose V-Belt Failure | V-belt troubleshooting checklist

Oil Deterioration

Cover Fabric Rupture

Slip Burn

Oil Deterioration

Cause
Oil-softened rubber.

Prevention
Splash guards will protect drives against oil. Although Classical belts are 
oil resisting excessive oil can cause some deterioration.

Cover Fabric Rupture

Cause
Cover fabric ruptured when belt was pried over sheave during installation.

Prevention
Proper installation of belts by moving motor so belts do not have to be 
pried into the grooves.

Slip Burn

Cause
Belts too loose. Belt didn’t move, friction against sheave burned rubber. 
When belt finally grabbed, it snapped.

Prevention
Maintain proper tension on the drive.

BELT CONDITION
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Trouble Shooting V-Belts
How to Diagnose V-Belt Failure | V-belt troubleshooting checklist

Base Cracking

Ply Separation

Ruptured

Base Cracking

Cause
Severe back-bend idlers. Improper storage. Excessive ambient operating 
temperature.

Prevention
Check storage conditions. If back-bend idler cannot be avoided, install 
idler of larger diameter. Avoid ambient temperature over 140°.

Ply Separation

Cause
Split along pitch line indicating belt ran over too small a sheave.

Prevention
Redesign drive using sheaves of proper size.

Ruptured

Cause
Ruptured cord in the plies.

Prevention
Check for rocks or tools falling into sheave grooves. Check tension. Belts 
loose enough to twist in groove can rupture cords.

Worn Belt Sides

Worn Belt Sides

Cause
Misalignment. Grit or dirt. Normal wear.

Prevention
Align sheaves. Replace belts as required.

BELT CONDITION
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Trouble Shooting V-Belts

Sub Break

Distorted Belt

Abrasion

Sub Break

Cause
Cover wear indicates slip. Clean break reveals sudden snap.

Prevention
Maintain proper tension on the drive.

Distorted Belt

Cause
Breakdown of adhesion or broken cords.

Prevention
Do not pry belts on drives. Check sheaves for recommended diameters.

Abrasion

Cause
Foreign material and rust in sheaves wore away sidewalls, letting belt 
drop to bottom of groove.

Prevention
Dust guards help protect against abrasion. Tension must be maintained 
in dusty atmospheres.

How to Diagnose V-Belt Failure | V-belt troubleshooting checklist

BELT CONDITION
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Sure-Grip® Sheave Features

Wood’s sheaves are constructed of fine grain, high 
tensile cast iron, and have been carefully engineered 
to assure maximum performance over a long life span. 
Behind each sheave is one of the most extensive 
engineering design and testing programs in the industry.

Design Integrity

TB Wood’s Incorporated has been a leading supplier 
of cast iron pulleys, v-belt sheaves, synchronous belt 
sprockets and Sure-Grip mounting bushings since the 
inception of these products. We are committed to the 
continual improvement of our standard products and 
special or MTO products through design, materials 
and quality enhancements. For example, new product 
designs are typically computer generated and then 
verified using finite element analysis before CAD 
drawings are made. This enables Wood’s to quickly and 
accurately quote on any special needs, and to relay the 
tool paths for new designs quickly from engineering to 
the shop floor. 

Foundry Process

TB Wood’s Incorporated has a modern state-of-theart= 
foundry in Chambersburg, PA where cast iron and 
ductile iron castings are produced. This captive foundry 
operation not only gives Wood’s the control needed 
to obtain standard high quality castings as they are 
required, but also enables them to produce any special 
requirements in a minimal amount of time.

Maching

TB Wood’s Incorporated has numerous machining 
facilities throughout North America. Each is equipped 
with modern CNC equipment and capable of doing high 
precision machining. Statistical process controls are in 
place in each location, and each has been ISO- 9001 
certified.

Specification

TB Wood’s products are manufactured to conform to or 
exceed recognized industry standard specifications. 
The following is a listing of some of these specs.

ANSI/RMA  IP-20  Classical V-Belt Sheaves

ANSI/RMA  IP-22  Narrow V-Belt Sheaves

ANSI/RMA  IP-24  Synchronous Sprockets

MPTA  QD-1  QD Bushing Guideline

MPTA  SPB  Pulley Balance

MPTA  SAS  V-Belt Sheave Arm Stress

MPTA  SF  Pulley Surface Finish
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Quality Products and 
the Support to Back Them Up - Wood’s

V-Belt sheaves of close grain, high-tensile cast iron are machined to provide safe, 
vibration-free operation at speeds up to 6500 FPM. Made to order sheaves of ductile 
iron material can be provided for speeds up to 10,000 FPM. V-Belt drives are only the 
beginning of what Wood’s can do.

Wood’s offers a complete line of high capacity synchronous drives. The Synchonous 
Plus system offers a higher horsepower capacity drive at the cost of the competitions 
standard rated product. Wood’s also offers the aramid fiber QT Powerchain drive in 
8M and 14M pitch. The QT drive is capable of high horsepower capacity in a smaller 
package. Both QT and Synchonous-Plus sprockets offer metric/inch drilling for 
applications which require a totally metric drive system.

Wood’s has many different ways of offering variable speed for customer applications. The most 
basic way is through the use of one of our many belted variable speed systems. Wood’s also 
offers many different options in the line of electronic inverters and electronic speed controls. One 
of the most unique ways of varying speed, however, is our HSV/HSVA hydrostatic systems. The 
HSV system is ideal for harsh, dirty, or explosive proof environments.

Wood’s Elastomeric coupling line offers something for every application. Wood’s Jaw couplings 
offer a full compliment of spider materials and bore options. Our Sure-Flex line offers 4-way flexing 
action, and many different flange and sleeve options to meet your needs. The Dura-Flex coupling 
is designed and patented with improvements over other similar type coupling that provide for the 
maximum possible service life.

Wood’s line of steel couplings offers both gear and disc coupling options. Wood’s Form-Flex disc 
couplings offer zero-backlash and eliminate the need for lubrication. Our gear couplings are available 
in all the standard, spacer, and special options common to the industry. In both disc and gear lines 
we welcome the challenge of the “special” coupling.



Other product solutions from
Altra Industrial Motion
Our comprehensive product offering is comprised of nine major  
categories including electromagnetic clutches and brakes, heavy duty  
clutches and brakes, overrunning clutches, gearing, engineered  
couplings, engineered bearing assemblies, linear products and  
belted drives. With thousands of product solutions available, Altra  
provides true single source convenience while meeting specific customer  
requirements. Many major OEM’s and end users prefer Altra products as  
their No.1 choice for performance and reliability.

Linear Products

Warner Linear

Engineered 
Bearing Assemblies

Kilian Manufacturing

Precision Couplings 
and Air Motors

Huco Dynatork

Belted Drives 
and Sheaves

TB Wood’s

Heavy Duty  
Clutches and Brakes

Wichita Clutch
Twiflex Limited
Industrial Clutch

Electromagnetic 
Clutches and Brakes

Warner Electric
Inertia Dynamics
Matrix International

Overrunning  
Clutches

Formsprag Clutch
Marland Clutch
Stieber Clutch

Engineered Couplings 
and Universal Joints

TB Wood’s
Ameridrives Couplings
Ameridrives Power Transmission
Bibby Turboflex 
Lamiflex Couplings

Gearing

Boston Gear
Nuttall Gear
Delroyd Worm Gear
Bauer Gear Motor

The power of one, the strength of many.

www.altramotion.com



Altra Industrial Motion

All Customer Service phone numbers shown in bold

Electromagnetic  
Clutches and Brakes 

Warner Electric
Electromagnetic Clutches  
and Brakes 
New Hartford, CT - USA 
1-800-825-6544
For application assistance: 
1-800-825-9050 

St Barthelemy d’Anjou, France 
+33 (0) 2 41 21 24 24

Precision Electric Coils and  
Electromagnetic Clutches and  
Brakes 
Columbia City, IN - USA 
1-260-244-6183

Matrix International
Electromagnetic Clutches  
and Brakes, Pressure Operated  
Clutches and Brakes
Brechin, Scotland 
+44 (0) 1356 602000
New Hartford, CT - USA 
1-800-825-6544

Inertia Dynamics
Spring Set Brakes; Power On and 
Wrap Spring Clutch/Brakes
New Hartford, CT - USA 
1-800-800-6445

Linear Products 

Warner Linear
Linear Actuators 
Belvidere, IL - USA 
1-800-825-6544
For application assistance: 
1-800-825-9050

St Barthelemy d’Anjou, France 
+33 (0) 2 41 21 24 24

Couplings

Ameridrives Couplings 
Mill Spindles, Ameriflex, 
Ameridisc
Erie, PA - USA 
1-814-480-5000

Gear Couplings
San Marcos, TX - USA 
1-800-458-0887

Bibby Turboflex
Disc, Gear, Grid Couplings,  
Overload Clutches
Dewsbury, England 
+44 (0) 1924 460801
Boksburg, South Africa 
+27 11 918 4270

TB Wood’s
Elastomeric Couplings 
Chambersburg, PA - USA 
1-888-829-6637– Press #5

For application assistance: 
1-888-829-6637 – Press #7

General Purpose  
Disc Couplings
San Marcos, TX - USA 
1-888-449-9439

Ameridrives Power  
Transmission
Universal Joints, Drive Shafts,  
Mill Gear Couplings
Green Bay, WI - USA 
1-920-593-2444

Huco Dynatork
Precision Couplings  
and Air Motors
Hertford, England 
+44 (0) 1992 501900
Chambersburg, PA - USA  
1-800-829-6637

Lamiflex Couplings
Flexible Couplings, Bearing Isolators,  
and Coupling Guards
São Paulo, SP - Brasil 
(11) 5679-6533

Heavy Duty  
Clutches and Brakes

Wichita Clutch
Pneumatic Clutches 
and Brakes 
Wichita Falls, TX - USA 
1-800-964-3262
Bedford, England 
+44 (0) 1234 350311

Twiflex Limited
Caliper Brakes and Thrusters
Twickenham, England 
+44 (0) 20 8894 1161

Industrial Clutch
Pneumatic and Oil Immersed 
Clutches and Brakes 
Waukesha, WI - USA 
1-262-547-3357

Gearing

Boston Gear
Enclosed and Open Gearing,  
Electrical and Mechanical  
P.T. Components
Charlotte, NC - USA 
1-800-825-6544
For application assistance: 
1-800-816-5608

Bauer Gear Motor
Geared Motors
Esslingen, Germany 
+49 (711) 3518 0
Somerset, NJ - USA 
1-732-469-8770

Nuttall Gear and 
Delroyd Worm Gear
Worm Gear and  
Helical Speed Reducers
Niagara Falls, NY - USA 
1-716-298-4100

Overrunning Clutches 

Formsprag Clutch 
Overrunning Clutches  
and Holdbacks
Warren, MI - USA 
1-800-348-0881– Press #1

For application assistance: 
1-800-348-0881 – Press #2

Marland Clutch
Roller Ramp and Sprag Type  
Overrunning Clutches  
and Backstops
South Beloit, IL - USA 
1-800-216-3515

Stieber Clutch 
Overrunning Clutches  
and Holdbacks
Heidelberg, Germany 
+49 (0) 6221 30 47 0

Belted Drives and Sheaves

TB Wood’s
Belted Drives  
Chambersburg, PA - USA 
1-888-829-6637 – Press #5

For application assistance: 
1-888-829-6637 – Press #7

Engineered
Bearing Assemblies

Kilian Manufacturing
Engineered Bearing  
Assemblies
Syracuse, NY - USA 
1-315-432-0700

For information concerning our  
sales offices in Asia Pacific  
check our website  
www.altramotion.com.cn
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www.tbwoods.com 

440 North Fifth Avenue 
Chambersburg, PA 17201 - USA

Fax: 717-264-6420



MODEL 2050/2350 PEDESTAL



Lid Liner #105-7 (8)
Lid Liner #5502 (8)
Lid Liner #5503 (16)
Lid Liner #5504 (16)

Lid Liner #CA-5 (16)

Lid Lifter Safety Latch
cover #08700-590-04
Stop bar Assy #CJ300120
Release latch Assembly
safety foot #CJ300121
Safety Foot Reset Lever
#08700-590-03

3/4" NC Hex Bolt 3" Lg

3/4"NC X 1-3/4" Hex Hd
Capscrew

Lid Wedge #08700-590-05
Pin #45560-001-07

Hopper #08700-520-06

Bolt #CJ150803 (3)

2" hex acme nut
CJ150800 (6)
Flat washer CJ150801 (6)
& lock washer CJ150802 (3)

Lid #08700-520-19

3/4" NC Hex Bolt 2 1/4" Lg
(140)
Flatwasher & Hex Nut (144)

3/4" NC Hex Bolt 2 3/4" Lg
(4)

MODEL 2350 LID ASSEMBLY



MODEL 2350 FRAME ASSEMBLY

Lid Lifter, Seal Cap
08700-590-06

Lifter seal #100633

Lifter safety switch
#100662

Lid seal #100660

Lid Lifter #351004



MODEL 2350 DRIVE ASSEMBLY

Pedestal Assembly #08700-430-20

Shroud #08700-430-09

3/4"NC x 2 1/2" Capscrew
W/ Hardened Flatwasher

Shroud Liner #04431-865

1 1/2"-6 UNC x 4” (8)
w/Lockwasher



MODEL 2350 TUB LINER ASSEMBLY

Tub Liner retainer #08700-420-06 (52)
1/2" NC X 2 1/4" Hex Hd Bolt
w/Nut & Flatwasher (104)

Tub Liner 08700-420-07 (60)

Tub Liner Retainer #1203 (2)
1/2" NC X 2 1/4" Hex Hd Bolt
w/Nut & Flatwasher (2)

Liner #5550 (12)
Capscrew 5/8" NC x 2" (24)
Flatwasher 5/8" (24)
Hex Nut 5/8" NC (24)



Cylinder #351004

2350 BELT DRIVE LID LIFTER



HOW TO ORDER WEAR PARTS

When ordering repair parts always give the following information:

!   SERIAL NUMBER

!   PART NUMBER

!   MODEL NUMBER

!   PART DESCRIPTION



ANVIL RING 08700-520-24

HOW TO ORDER WEAR PARTS

When ordering repair parts always give the following information:

!   SERIAL NUMBER

!   PART NUMBER

!   MODEL NUMBER

!   PART DESCRIPTION
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